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HIGHLIGHTS

Production &
Exploration

494,500
ounces of gold
produced, meeting guidance
for the fifth consecutive year

$61.7
million
total mine-site free
cash flow

9.7
million ounces
OF GOLD MINERAL RESERVES AS AT
DECEMBER 31, 2019, A SLIGHT INCREASE
OVER 2018

$951

&

per ounce
All-in Sustaining
Costs (AISC)

$720
per ounce
total cash costs
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People &
Community

1,855
employees in Canada, Mexico,
Turkey, and the United States

77%
of global workforce hired
from local communities

Environment

83%
recycled water used

5%
reduction in greenhouse gas
emission intensity per ounce
of gold production

Entry-level wages

1.2 to 2.8
times greater
than local minimum wage

$16.3 MILLION
invested in community
initiatives

50%
reduction to Lost Time Injury
Frequency Rate (LTIFR) since 2018

recycled or reused

45%

& 38%

of hazardous
waste

of non-hazardous
waste

Zero
fines or sanctions for
non-compliance with
environmental
laws and regulations
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Alamos Gold Inc. (Alamos) is a Canadian-based
gold producer with three operating mines, two in
Canada and one in Mexico, and a strong portfolio
of exploration and development projects in Mexico,
Turkey, Canada and the USA.
We have an established track record of financial
performance and low-cost production, and a
company-wide commitment to social responsibility
and environmental stewardship.
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About This Report

This Environmental, Social and Corporate

This report is written for our key stakeholders:

Governance (ESG) Report discusses

employees, investors, lenders, analysts,

sustainability initiatives and results from our

business partners, host governments and the

operating mines for the 2019 calendar year.

communities in which we operate.

Alamos has published an annual Sustainability
Report since 2013. For the 2019 Report, we
rebranded our publication as an ESG Report to
more accurately reflect the published content

For any questions regarding this report please
contact us at info@alamosgold.com

and standards we align to.

Reporting Standards:
SASB and GRI

Data from exploration and development

This ESG Report is guided by the

projects are included when appropriate or

Sustainability Accounting Standards Board

available. Excluding reference to the SASB

(SASB) Metals & Mining Industry Standard

Metals & Mining Industry Standard, there are

and the Global Reporting Initiative Standards

no significant changes in scope, boundary, or

(GRI) for sustainability reporting “Core”

measurement methods from previous Reports.

requirements. It focuses our reporting on

Financial figures are in U.S. dollars unless

economic, environmental, social and corporate

otherwise noted.

governance topics and indicators that are of
the greatest interest to our stakeholders.
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Message from
the President and CEO
2019 was a good year for Alamos. All
operations maintained strong production
throughout the year, with ongoing mine
development that positions the Company for
sustained future growth. Notable highlights
include the Mulatos mine – our foundation
mine, first acquired in 2003, which produced
its 2-millionth ounce of gold. Meanwhile,
our newest asset, the Island Gold mine,
increased its mineral reserves and resources
by 0.9 million ounces which, together with
our recently announced Phase III expansion,
creates a world-class asset with production
potential exceeding 150,000 ounces-a-year
for the next decade or more. At YoungDavidson, we continued with a lower mine
expansion project that will increase mine
production and is on-track to be completed in
mid-2020. Together with these investments,
we successfully met guidance for the fifth
consecutive year.
Throughout 2019, we advanced the Alamos
Sustainability Performance Management
Framework, and rolled out a new Sustainability
Policy aligned to our new Corporate Values,
which were introduced in 2018. With our
sites, we are working to develop sustainability
standards that are locally sensitive and aligned
with the corporate framework, to guide
our health safety, and security standards,
environmental practices and community
relationships.
Both Mulatos and El Chanate were again
named Socially Responsible Mining Companies
by the Mexican Center for Philanthropy
(CEMEFI), and we were awarded the 2019
Best Corporate Social Responsibility Practice
for the voluntary relocation of residents from
Mulatos to Matarachi. This long-term project,
initiated in 2016 to accommodate the Mulatos
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mine’s growth, underscores our efforts to work
collaboratively with communities, and invest
in projects that provide long-term benefits,
including the construction of a new school,
kindergarten, sports field, 21 new homes,
a medical clinic, and associated roads and
infrastructure. Matarachi continues to grow,
and we are prioritizing local, community-based
employment and procurement for the mine.
In Turkey, we are working closely with the
government and local communities to ensure
we can restart construction of the Kirazlı
project. We are also sharing information about
the project well beyond the local community
level, after a broadly publicised misinformation
campaign gave rise to protests. In fact, since
2010, we have been engaged with various
government ministries and local communities
while working on a multi-year environmental
review and community consultation process.
Our projects in Turkey are expected to create
over 2,000 direct and indirect jobs, and
generate substantial economic benefit to
the Turkish economy (for further details,
see our website).
In 2019, we initiated a series of environmental
and cost-reduction initiatives. The Mulatos
mine is building a powerline to connect to
the local electrical grid in Mexico, which
will drastically reduce our carbon footprint
and need for diesel generators at site. At the
Young-Davidson and Island Gold mines, our
diesel generators switched to renewable
biodiesel fuel. At the Young-Davidson mine,
we pioneered a new approach for mine water
treatment, adopting Submerged Attached
Growth Reactor (SAGR) technology to
reduce ammonia from water discharge. We
also responded to global concerns over our
industry’s management of mine tailings, and

publicly came out in support of the Investor
Mining & Tailings Safety Initiative, an investorled initiative to improve disclosure standards
around tailings management in the extractive
industries.
I am pleased to report significant safety
improvements: 2019 saw a 50% reduction
to our lost time injury frequency rate (LTIFR)
compared to 2018, and well below our industry
peer average. We continue to invest heavily
in safety and leadership training, and in our
Home Safe Every Day program, to create
and maintain a safety-focused culture at all
our mines.
We enter 2020 as a peer-leading multi-national
gold mining company with a strong balance
sheet and fully-funded growth. Our three
North American operations are long-life gold
mines with steadily declining cost profiles. In
Turkey, our development projects will mature
into low-cost, high-return mining operations in
the medium term. In the longer-term pipeline,
our Lynn Lake, Quartz Mountain and Esperanza
properties represent real opportunities for
value creation.
As I write this letter, the global COVID-19
pandemic has most of our office staff and

vulnerable employees working from their
homes. These are unprecedented times
and our mines are following (and in areas
exceeding) local and national regulations to
prevent further transmission. Both the Island
Gold and Mulatos mines ceased operations
for a few weeks while they implemented
new measures to protect the workforce and
local communities, while Young-Davidson
continued under reduced capacity but
with new, stricter safety guidelines. Select
exploration and development projects are
also restarting activities following COVID-19related suspensions earlier this year. Our top
priority is always the safety of our people,
their families, and our local communities.
I want to express my gratitude to all Alamos
people for their ongoing support through
these challenging times, and to the Board
for their significant contributions in 2019
and beyond.

John A. McCluskey
President and CEO
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Where We Operate
Quartz Mountain
Lynn Lake

Canada

Island Gold
Young-Davidson

Kirazlı, Çamyurt,
Ağı Dağı

USA
El Chanate
Mulatos

Mexico

Esperanza

TURKEY
Production
Residual Leaching
Development

“We enter 2020 as a peer-leading multi-national
gold mining company with a strong balance
sheet and fully-funded growth.”
John McCluskey
President, Chief Executive Officer & Director
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Production
100% Ownership

Young-Davidson mine

Location

Ontario, Canada, 60 km west of Kirkland Lake

Acquired

2015

Description

Underground gold mine

Gold Production

2019: 188,000 ounces

P & P Reserves

3,146,000 ounces Au
696 employees
9% female
12% female management1
99% permanent vs 1% temporary vs 0% other

2019 Statistics

81% Local vs 19% National vs 0% Expat
23% under 30, 51% 30-50, 26% 50+ years old
0% covered by Collective Bargaining Agreements
$134.4 million total spend on suppliers
19% local, 76% national, 5% international
1.54 ratio of entry level wage vs local minimum wage

1 Management defined as superintendent, manager or above.
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Production
100% Ownership

island gold mine

Location

Ontario, Canada, 83 km northeast of Wawa

Acquired

2017

Description

Underground gold mine

Gold Production

2019: 150,400 ounces

P & P Reserves

1,215,000 ounces Au
444 employees
16% female
8% female management
96% permanent vs 3.5% temporary vs 0.5% other

2019 Statistics

48% Local vs 52% National vs 0% Expat
17% under 30, 54% 30-50, 29% 50+ years old
0% covered by Collective Bargaining Agreements
$137 million total spend on suppliers
19% local, 81% national, 0% international
1.81 ratio of entry level wage vs local minimum wage
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Production
100% Ownership

MULATOS mine

Location

Sonora, Mexico, in the Sierra Madre Occidental mountain range

Acquired

2003

Description

Open-pit, heap-leach gold mine

Gold Production

2019: 142,000 ounces

P & P Reserves

1,563,000 ounces Au
11,297,000 ounces Ag
502 employees
8% female
5% female management
87% permanent vs 8% temporary vs 5% other

2019 Statistics

96% Local vs 3% National vs 0.4% Expat
25% under 30, 65% 30-50, 10% 50+ years old
60% covered by Collective Bargaining Agreements
$200 million total spend on suppliers
62% local, 33% national, 5% international
2.80 ratio of entry level wage vs local minimum wage

Awards

2019 Best Corporate Social Responsibility Practice –
“Connecting with the Community”, Mexican Center for Philanthropy
(CEMEFI), the Alliance for Corporate Social Responsibility in Mexico
(AliaRSE), and Forum Empresa
2019 Empresa Socialmente Responsable (ESR), CEMEFI
Best Practice in Social Responsibility, Mining Cluster of Sonora
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Residual Leaching
100% Ownership

El Chanate mine

Location

Sonora, Mexico, 280 km northwest of Hermosillo

Acquired

2015

Description

Former open-pit gold mine

Gold Production

2019: 14,100 ounces (residual leaching)
56 employees
14% female
11% female management
96% permanent vs 4% temporary vs 0% other

2019 Statistics

80% Local vs 20% National vs 0% Expat
5% under 30, 84% 30-50, 11% 50+ years old
46% covered by Collective Bargaining Agreements
$18.6 million total spend on suppliers
30% local, 67% national, 3% international
1.91 ratio of entry level wage vs local minimum wage

Awards
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2019 Empresa Socialmente Responsable (ESR), CEMEFI

Development Properties
100% Ownership

Aği Daği, Kirazlı, Çamyurt

Locations

Çanakkale Province, Turkey

Acquired

2010

Description

Feasibility studies for Aği Daği and Kirazlı estimate average annual
production of 177,600 ounces of gold at an AISC of $411 (Aği Daği)
and 104,000 ounces of gold and 617,000 ounces of silver at an AISC
of $373 (Kirazlı) over a six and five-year mine life respectively.

P & P Reserves

1,918,000 ounces Au
19,716,000 ounces Ag
23 employees
35% female
31% female management
100% permanent vs 0% temporary vs 0% Other

2019 Statistics

30% Local vs 70% National vs 0% Expat
0% under 30, 96% 30-50, 4% 50+ years old
0% covered by Collective Bargaining Agreements
$25.6 million total spend on suppliers
11% local, 82% national, 7% international
1.17 ratio of entry level wage vs local minimum wage
In March 2019 Kirazlı received its Operating Permit from the Turkish
Department of Energy and Natural Resources.

Notes

In October 2019 Alamos suspended all construction activities pending
the renewal of its Turkish mining concessions which expired on
October 13, 2019. Although the mining concessions have not been
revoked and can be renewed following this expiration date, no further
construction activities can be completed until the concessions have
been renewed.
There has been false information about the project circulated through
social media. Alamos continues to share correct information about
the project, and dispel misinformation which gave rise to protests
and social media inaccuracies concerning the Kirazlı project. We are
working closely with government and communities to renew the
mining concessions and bring the project back on track.
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Development Properties
100% Ownership

Lynn Lake

Location

Manitoba, Canada, 820 km northwest of Winnipeg

Acquired

2016

Description

One of the highest-grade open-pit gold deposits in Canada with
infrastructure in place

P & P Reserves

1,884,000 Au ounces
3,315,000 Ag ounces
22 employees
23% female
0% female management
59% permanent vs 41% temporary vs 0% Other

2019 Statistics

55% Local vs 45% National vs 0% Expat
36% under 30, 46% 30-50, 18% 50+ years old
0% covered by Collective Bargaining Agreements
$6.4 million total spend on suppliers
8% local, 92% national, 0% international
1.86 ratio of entry level wage vs local minimum wage

Notes
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Feasibility study indicates a mine life of 10+ years with annual
gold production of 170,000 ounces over the first six years
with AISC of $745

Development Properties
Right to Earn
100% Interest

Quartz Mountain

Location

Oregon, USA

Acquired

2013

Description

Advanced stage exploration project

Measures &
Indicated
Resources

339,000 ounces Au

Notes

Alamos acquired a right to earn a 100% interest in Quartz Mountain
and 50% joint venture interest in the adjacent Angel’s Camp Gold
Property through its September 2013 acquisition of Orsa Ventures
for total cash consideration of approximately $3.5 million.

Development Properties
100% Ownership

Esperanza

Location

Morelos, Mexico

Acquired

2013

Description

The project has an expected 6-year mine life with average production
of 103,000 ounces of gold per year

Measured &
Indicated
Resources

Notes

1,083,000 ounces Au
8,936,000 ounces Ag
The project was acquired by Alamos as part of the acquisition of
Esperanza Resources in August 2013. The project is currently in the
permitting phase. Baseline data is being compiled for the planned
resubmission of the project’s Environmental Impact Assessment.
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Exploration Highlights
Alamos invested $25.3 million in exploration

and included mine exploration, brownfields, and

in 2019. Exploration drilling totalled 87,900 m

greenfields programs across Canada and Mexico.

Island Gold Mine EXPLORATION HIGHLIGHTS

21%

46%

increase in Mineral
Reserves to

increase in Inferred
Mineral Resources

1.2

2.3

million ounces net
of mining depletion

million ounces

CANADA

Island Gold (Ontario, Canada)

Lynn Lake (Manitoba, Canada)

The 2019 exploration drilling program

Exploration drilling at Lynn Lake focused on

focused on expanding the down-plunge and

testing exploration targets in proximity to the

lateral extensions of the Island Gold deposit

Gordon and MacLellan Gold Deposits.

with the objective of adding new near mine
Mineral Resources across the two-kilometre
long Island Gold Main Zone. The program
was successful in extending high grade gold
mineralization across all three areas of focus.
A total of 47,608 m of surface directional
drilling, 24,462 m of underground exploration
drilling, and 993 m of underground exploration
drift development was completed in 2019.
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A total of 7,850 m of drilling was completed in
2019. Interpretation of data collected during
the 2019 field program continued through the
fourth quarter with the focus on developing
a pipeline of prospective regional exploration
targets for further evaluation in 2020.

MEXICO

Mulatos District
(Sonora, Mexico)
Alamos has a large exploration package
covering 28,972 hectares with the majority

7,996
metres of drilling at
mulatos in 2019

of past exploration efforts focused around
the Mulatos mine. Over the last three years,
exploration has moved beyond the main

2020 Exploration Outlook

Mulatos pit area and is focused on earlier stage

The 2020 global exploration budget is

prospects throughout the wider district.

$36 million, up from the 2019 budget of
$33 million reflecting increased exploration

Overall, a total of 7,996 m of drilling was
undertaken at Mulatos in 2019, along with
the ongoing program of surface mapping
with the objective of producing a complete
surface geology map of the mineral tenure
area. Ground geophysical surveys were also
completed on the Carricito concession as well
over the area between Cerro Pelon and
La Yaqui Grande.

spending at Island Gold and Mulatos, as well
as the initiation of underground exploration
drilling at Young-Davidson. Island Gold
remains the primary focus of exploration with
$21 million budgeted, up from the 2019 budget
of $19 million. Mulatos and Lynn Lake remain
the other two areas of focus with $7 million
and $5 million budgeted, respectively.
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Sustainability Governance

Alamos maintains the highest standards of
corporate governance to ensure that our
corporate decision-making reflects our Values,
including our commitment to sustainable

90%
of the Board are
Independent Directors

development. This commitment is reflected in
our Sustainability Policy and Code of Business

fair financial information to shareholders

Conduct and Ethics, incorporating leading

and engages in ethical and legal corporate

practices and setting minimum expectations

conduct. Its goal is to ensure that Alamos

for every employee, contractor and visitor

continues to operate as a successful business,

entering our sites.

and to optimize financial returns to increase

A non-compliance to Alamos governance
practices or policies can be reported through
our independent whistle blower system.
Any employee, contractor or Director can
confidentially communicate any concern or
complaint, securely and anonymously, through
the independent NAVEX Global EthicsPoint
platform. All employees are informed of
the whistle-blower system, communication
channels are posted at all operations and
offices, and further details are described within
our Code of Business Conduct and Ethics
publicly available on our website.

The Board of Directors
The Alamos Board of Directors oversees the
Company’s systems of corporate governance,
financial reporting and controls, to ensure
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that the Company reports adequate and

the Company’s value over time while
effectively managing the risks confronting the
organization. The Technical and Sustainability
Committee of the Board oversees Alamos’
social and environmental governance
and performance.

30%
of the Board are female

Board policy states that Directors should be to
the greatest extent possible free from actual,
perceived or potential conflicts of interest. No
members of our Board currently serve together
on the boards (or board committees) of other
public companies and none, with the exception
of the CEO, are involved in the day-to-day
operations of the Company.

Board Members and Committees2
Table 1

Alamos Board Members and Board Committee Representation

Name

Audit
Committee3

Corporate
Governance
and Nominating
Committee

Human
Resources
Committee

Technical and
Sustainability
Committee4

Paul J. Murphy (Chair)
John A. McCluskey (CEO)
Elaine Ellingham



David Fleck




Chair

David Gower



Chair



Claire Kennedy
Ronald Smith



Chair



Kenneth Stowe

Chair

Rob Prichard





Monique Mercier





2 Additional details related to the composition and tenure of the Board is available within the Alamos 2020 Management
Information Circular: www.alamosgold.com/investors/reports-and-financials/
3 Executive-level responsibility for economic topics
4 Executive-level responsibility for environmental and social topics

Figure 1

Alamos Executive

Figure 2

and Management Team by Age

Alamos Executive

and Management Team by Gender

0%

15%

85%

54%

46%

< 30 years

30-50 years

> 50 years

Female

Male
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Technical and Sustainability
Committee of the Board
The Technical and Sustainability Committee

Visit project sites periodically (as individuals

has key oversight to our Sustainability

or as a committee), to become familiar with

Governance, including obligations to:

the nature of the operations, and to review

Review goals, policies and programs
relative to sustainability issues, including
health, safety, community and
environmental matters.
Review health, safety and environment audits
and management’s activities to maintain
appropriate internal and external audits.
Review management reports on
sustainability matters, including health,
safety, community and environmental
matters, and the Sustainability Report.
Monitor management’s risk management
processes related to sustainability matters
and report to the Board on the effectiveness
of such processes.

relevant sustainability-related objectives,
procedures and performance, including
health, safety, community and
environmental matters.
Review and monitor the Alamos
Sustainability Policy and related activities
of the Corporation to ensure that the
Corporation is in compliance with applicable
laws and legislation.
Report to the Board following each meeting
of the Committee and at such other times as
the Board may consider appropriate.
The Vice President of Sustainability and
External Affairs is the highest executive
responsible for sustainability.

Sustainability Factors
in Compensation
Executives and employees eligible for our
Annual Incentive Bonus are held accountable
for the Company’s sustainability performance
through achievement of annual target
performance goals as established by the CEO
and the Vice President of Sustainability and
External Affairs. The Chair of the Board and
Human Resources Committee meet and review
with management the corporate metric results
for the performance year. In 2019, operational
and sustainability performance accounted for
40% of the weighting.
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Figure 3

Operational and Sustainability Factors in Compensation

30% Financial
40% Operational Sustainability:
15% Global Gold Production
5%	Global Total Cash Costs per Ounce
5%	Global Total All In Sustaining Costs per Ounce (AISC)
5%	Capital Expenditures - Mine Sites
5%	Safety
5%	Environmental

30% Growth and
Creating Shareholder Value
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Strategic Planning
Alamos’ strategic planning incorporates

plan, and recommends annual corporate

the principles of sustainable development.

objectives, a budget and a long-term financial

Each year, the Company’s Executive Officers

plan, which are presented to the Board for

develop and recommend a strategic plan

approval. When appropriate, the Officers of

for approval by the Board. Management

the Company also provide presentations on

carries out periodic reviews of the strategic

strategic issues.

2020 Corporate Objectives

Capital Allocation
Increase dividend by 50%
Maintain balance sheet strength
and flexibility.

Turkey: Renewal of concessions and
communications strategy to build
broader support.
Esperanza: Communications strategy
organized to secure broad-based

Producing Assets

support for project.

Young-Davidson: Complete tie-in on
time and budget, progress tailings
project and expand exploration efforts.
Island Gold: Achieve 1,200 tonne per
day average mining and milling rates,
complete phase III study and implement
permitting strategy as required, advance
key capital projects.
Mulatos: La Yaqui Grande construction
decision, continue district exploration.
Projects
Lynn Lake: File Environmental
Impact Statement.
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Sustainability
Improve our tailings management plan
disclosure and communications.
 onduct a Cyanide Code gap analysis at
C
our operating sites.
 dvance our ESG strategy framework
A
and performance in alignment with
the WGC’s Responsible Gold Mining
Principles.
Communications
I mplement broad-based
communications strategy to
strengthen Company brand.

Risk Management
In order to make informed decisions on
corporate strategy, we need a thorough
understanding of any associated risks,

Alamos is currently working

including those relating to sustainability.

with a third-party consultant

The Alamos Risk Management Program is

to identify and incorporate

intended to ensure our strategic objectives

climate-related risks –

are achieved while protecting our assets,
stakeholders, reputation, and the environment.
Its objectives are to:
Understand the risks associated with
our business activities through integrating

transitional and physical
– into its Risk Management
Program and financial
reporting. This exercise is being

the outputs of various risk functions

undertaken in support of the

(health, safety, security, environment,

recommendations made by

community relations, etc.).

the Task Force on Climate-related

Reduce the likelihood and consequence

Financial Disclosures.

of risks to acceptable levels.
Make informed decisions based on risk
tolerance levels and the reward-to-risk

Committee conducts risk identification and

balance.

review processes, not less than quarterly to

Continuously improve our management
of risk.

identify any emerging risks, determine the
effectiveness of current risk management
strategies and, where appropriate, develops

Our goal is to ensure a single, integrated,

new risk management strategies. The Risk

principled approach to risk management

Committee also has responsibility for ensuring

throughout the organization. To achieve

that a robust risk management process is in

this, and to ensure that our employees and

place, and for monitoring the overall risk profile

contractors are informed about the program

of the Company as well as the effectiveness of

and their responsibilities, we focus on

risk controls.

education, effective policy implementation
and continuous risk assessments.

The Risk Committee undertakes comprehensive risk assessments, which involve an

The Risk Committee, a senior management

analysis of issues at the corporate and mine

committee that oversees the Risk Management

site levels to identify emerging risks, mitigating

Program, is comprised of the Alamos CEO, CFO,

activities, and opportunities for improved

COO, VP General Counsel, VP Sustainability

monitoring and management.

& External Affairs and VP Finance. The Risk
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An entity-level risk matrix has been developed,

office and site teams, including internal audit,

which identifies several sustainability-related

health and safety, security, environment, and

risks. Risks are identified both top-down

community relations professionals.

by management, and ground-up by our

Anti-Bribery and
Anti-Corruption Policy
Alamos takes a zero-tolerance approach to

and ethically, and to comply with the

bribery and corruption. All personnel and

Alamos Anti-Bribery and Anti-Corruption

business partners including employees,

Policy and all related applicable laws as a

suppliers, contractors and subcontractors are

condition of employment.

expected to conduct business legally
Table 2

Alamos production per country and Corruption Perception
Index ranking

Country
Canada

Alamos 2019 Production
(oz Au)

Corruption Perception Index5
– 2019 Rank

338,400 (68%)

12

USA

0 (0%)

23

Turkey

0 (0%)

91

Mexico

156,100 (32%)

130

5 Corruption Perceptions Index 2019, Transparency International, http://www.transparency.org/cpi

Alamos does not operate in any countries

Payments to Governments

with the 20 lowest rankings in Transparency

Alamos supports the Extractive Industries

International’s Corruption Perception Index.

Transparency Initiative (EITI) and since 2016

Our Anti-Bribery and Anti-Corruption Policy
is publicly available on our website and
outlines our commitment to honest and
ethical conduct and the need for compliance
with applicable laws, rules and regulations.
We have processes in place to cultivate a
Company-wide culture of awareness and
compliance education, as well as a system for
internal confidential reporting of potential
violations and responding to reports of
potential violations.
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has complied with Canada’s Extractive Sector
Transparency Measures Act (ESTMA), which
provides an equivalent level of reporting to the
EITI Standard. Per ESTMA we publicly report on
an annual basis all payments totalling $100,000
or more which are made to all governments
both in Canada and abroad related to the
commercial development of minerals.

Table 3

2019 ESTMA Report Summary (USD)

Total 2019

Total 2018

270,000

$ 2,470,000

$ 2,280,000

3,870,000

$ 20,500,000

$ 12,120,000

$ 1,130,000 $

10,780,000

$ 11,910,000

$ 3,760,000

$ 12,720,000 $ 1,120,000 $ 6,120,000 $

14,920,000

$ 34,880,000

$ 18,160,000

Country

Taxes

Canada

$

$ 1,220,000 $

Mexico

$ 11,740,000 $ 1,120,000 $ 3,770,000 $

980,000

Turkey
Total

Royalties

-

Fees

-

-

Infrastructure
Improvement
Payments

Political Contributions

periodic review and testing of our standards,

We do not make contributions to political

procedures and codes.

parties or politicians. We participate in public
policy discussions as members of various
trade associations such as the Canadian
Chamber of Commerce, the Canadian
Chamber of Commerce in Mexico, the
Ontario Mining Association, and the Turkish
Gold Mining Association.

There were no legal actions taken against us
in 2019 related to corruption, nor for anticompetitive behaviour or anti-trust violations,
and no form of non-monetary sanction was
taken against any of our mines.
There was one minor ($7,446) environmental
penalty related to a 2018 water sample

Compliance with Laws and Regulations

compliance exceedance at Island Gold. No

Our compliance procedures are reviewed

other significant fines or non-monetary

at least annually by legal counsel and

sanctions were levied against Alamos for non-

updated as appropriate. We also conduct

compliance with laws or regulations in the
social, environmental or economic area.
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Our Commitment to
Sustainable Development
The Alamos commitment to sustainable

environmental well-being of our stakeholders;

development is embedded in our core Values

our goal is to have a net-positive impact and

through to how we conduct our day-to-day

develop responsible mining practices that

business. We understand that mining has

generate social, environmental and economic

a significant impact on the social and

value throughout the life cycle of our mines.

Our Values

Safety
Our first job is to make sure that our
employees come Home Safe Every Day.

Teamwork
We are sustained by teamwork.
Our Company and our people thrive on it.

Thrive
with us

Environmental
Sustainability
We consider the natural environment, where we
conduct our activities, with the highest regard.

Integrity
We are here to do right by the people
and places that we touch with our work.

Commitment
We are passionately committed to the well being of our Company,
people, our stakeholders and the places where we mine.
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Our Corporate Culture
We are a family. Alamos is an entrepreneurial

We take care of each other and thrive on

company and that spirit is seen every day in our

teamwork. We look out for our own safety and

energetic and dynamic get-it-done ethos. We

are passionate about the safety of our team-

are a community of people who are passionate

mates. We take great pride in our work. We see

about our work. We are open and honest with

ourselves as forward looking, agile and highly

each other.

adaptable in problem solving.

Our Commitments
Exercise vigilance in all phases of the mining

Work to understand the priorities and

process so as to protect life, health and the

cultures of the communities in which we

environment, and seek ways to minimize our

conduct our operations, so as to effectively

environmental footprint within acceptable

support appropriate community development

cost. We will meet, and where possible

programs that provide long-lasting benefits

exceed, regulatory requirements in our

beyond the life of our mines.

environmental performance.

Seek to maximize employment, business

Design, construct, operate and close facilities

and economic opportunities for local

in ways that are based on the efficient and

communities. Emphasize local employment

economic use of energy and materials and

opportunities through the provision of

the protection of the environment, and that

education and training consistent with the

comply with applicable laws and international

needs of the Company. Purchase from local

guidelines. Reclamation and remediation

communities where quality and technical

objectives will be factored into decision-making

factors permit.

through all phases of the mine life cycle.

Conduct all of our activities in accordance

Provide the necessary training, equipment and

with accepted standards in the protection

systems to our workforce in order to facilitate

and promotion of human rights while

their commitment and accountability to the

respecting the culture, customs and values

Alamos Sustainability Policy, and enhance their

of our host communities.

capabilities in its implementation, including
through the use of integrated systems to
manage environmental and sustainability risks.
When commercially viable, use the best
available technologies to continuously
improve the safe and efficient use of
resources, processes and materials.

Conduct periodic monitoring and audits
to ensure compliance with the Alamos
Sustainability Policy, as well as all relevant
legislation, guidelines and standards.
Regularly prepare, review and update
site-specific environmental and sustainability
plans including consultation with local

Define strategies for facilitating meaningful

communities and regulators, specifically

engagement with host communities in a spirit

including an assessment of potential risks.

of honesty, accountability, integrity
and legality.
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Sustainability Policy
and Guiding Frameworks
The Alamos Sustainability Performance

Management Framework is comprised of:
 lamos Technical and Sustainability
A
Committee Charter
Alamos Sustainability Policy
Alamos Code of Business Conduct and Ethics
 lamos Anti-Bribery and Anti-Corruption
A
Policy
Alamos Risk Management Program, and
 ustainability Performance Management
S
Standards6 encompassing health, safety,
security, environment, community,
and governance elements.

Each location designs its own supporting
procedures and practices, including site level
health and safety management systems, within
the parameters of the Alamos Sustainability
Performance Management Framework.
In 2018, Alamos published its updated
Corporate Values “Thrive with us” that
concisely define what it means to be a part
of Alamos. Our Values drive our conduct and
expectations for employees, contractors and
suppliers in every country and community
where we operate. They reinforce and
underscore our Company culture and help
conceptualize our goal to create a lasting
legacy that provides a net benefit.
In 2019, we revisited our Sustainability Policy
to align with these new Values. The new
Sustainability Policy was approved by the Board
and published in Q1 2020, outlining Alamos’
vision for occupational health, safety, security,
environmental stewardship and community
practices, while providing overarching
direction for Alamos’ sustainability-related
Strategic Objectives and Targets.
The updated Sustainability Policy replaces
Alamos’ corporate environmental and health
& safety policies; the requirements of which
are now captured in detailed Sustainability
Performance Management Standards (SPMS).
The Alamos Sustainability Performance
Management Framework, which guides the
management of our initiatives, was developed
to be practical and adaptable. Through 2019
and into 2020, we continue to advance the
Framework, which will ultimately apply across
all aspects of our business.
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6 The Alamos SPMS are currently being developed in concert with our Corporate and site teams.

Our Workforce

Since 2003, Alamos has grown into a multi-

of our management teams and we are working

mine company with over 1,800 employees at

hard to grow those figures. In addition to

operations and projects in Canada, Mexico,

employees, over 1,000 full-time contractors

Turkey and the USA. Women account for

worked across our mines and projects at

13% of our employee workforce and 19%

year-end 2019.

Table 4 Total Employee Workforce by Gender, Contract Type and Location
Mines
YoungDavidson

Island
Gold

Projects / Mines undergoing Closure
Mulatos

Offices

Turkey
Hermosillo
El Chanate Lynn Lake (Combined Esperanza
Office
Projects)

Total

Toronto
Head
Office

Total
Workforce7

904

615

1091

74

22

73

3

53

56

2,891

Total
Employees

696

444

502

56

22

23

3

53

56

1,855

Permanent

692

425

439

54

13

23

3

53

52

1,754

Temporary
with Benefits

0

0

40

2

2

0

0

0

4

48

Temporary
without
Benefits

3

2

0

0

7

0

0

0

0

12

Students &
Internship
Placements

1

17

23

0

0

0

0

0

0

41

634

372

460

48

17

15

2

28

33

1,609

Total Female

62

72

42

8

5

8

1

25

23

246

Total
Contractors8

208

171

589

18

0

50

0

0

0

1,036

Total Male

7 Total workforce = Employees + Full-Time Contractors as at 31 December 2019
8 Island Gold figures estimated based on contractor hours-worked in December 2019. At Lynn Lake, no contractors were working
as at 31 December 2019.
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Collective Bargaining and
Freedom of Association
All Alamos workers enjoy the right to freedom
of association as provided by applicable labour
law and reinforced by our Code of Business
Conduct and Ethics. In Mexico more than half

the right to exercise freedom of association
and collective bargaining is at risk at any
Alamos location.

of our employees are covered by collective

In 2019 there were zero disputes between
labour and management resulting in strikes,

bargaining agreements. We do not believe that

lockouts or other work stoppages.

Table 5 Employees covered by Collective Bargaining Agreements
Young-Davidson

Island Gold

Mulatos

El Chanate

0%

0%

60%

46%

Non-Discrimination and Equality
At Alamos, we do not discriminate on the

or modern slavery. Alamos supports the OECD’s

basis of race, religion, ethnicity, national

Due Diligence Guidance for Responsible Supply

origin, colour, gender, age, sexual orientation,

Chains for Minerals from Conflict-Affected and

citizenship, veteran status, marital status or

High-Risk Areas and has adopted the World

disability or any other grounds prohibited by

Gold Council’s Conflict-Free Gold Standard to

law. Harassment, including sexual, physical

operationalize this commitment. Our annual

and verbal, is prohibited. We condemn and do

independently-verified Conflict-Free Gold

not allow forced, compulsory or child labour

Report summarizes our conformance to this

and will not knowingly employ any affiliated

Standard.

person, contractor or supplier. Based on
internal assessments, none of our operations,
projects or locations are at risk of incidents of
forced, compulsory or child labour.
In 2019, 4 incidents of discrimination were
reported at our Young-Davidson mine. All
incidents were internally reviewed and are no
longer subject to action.

Human Rights
Alamos respects internationally proclaimed
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All employees and contractors working on our
sites are provided with and required to adhere
to the Alamos Code of Business Conduct and
Ethics. As described in the Code, human rightsrelated grievances and complaints may be filed
through the NAVEX whistleblower hotline (via
telephone or electronically), reported directly
to a supervisor or to a member of Human
Resources in person or by telephone/email, or
filed directly with the Human Rights Tribunal (an
external judicial process).

human rights and strives to ensure that we

In 2019 there were 18 complaints and grievances

are not complicit in human rights abuses

filed via the whistleblower hotline. 11 were

including conflict minerals, human trafficking

investigated; the other 7 were determined to

have no basis for review. No complaints and
grievances filed were related to infringements
on human rights. Of the 11 investigations,
7 were closed in 2019 and 4 investigations
were ongoing as at year-end.

Figure 4
2019 Complaints and
Grievances by Category

6%

11%

11%

Security personnel at Alamos operating mines
receive and complete human rights training.
Training requirements also apply to private
security contractors working with our teams.

72%

An Engaged, Diverse Workforce
Our business success depends on our ability
to recruit and retain motivated people who
share our commitment to sustainability. We
are committed to paying a fair and living wage
to all employees and pay equal compensation
for men and women based on their roles,
responsibilities and work experience. To attract
strong candidates, we pay above average
starting wages and offer a variety of employee
benefits. Our employment selection process
emphasizes equality, diversity, workplace
safety and employee welfare.

Figure 5

Safety

Human Resources
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Over 99% of Alamos employees are employed
full-time in Canada, Mexico and Turkey.
Across the organization, we strive to hire as
many local and regional people as is feasible,
at all levels, including management and nonmanagement employees.

opportunity to hire locally, we transport

In some cases, such as in Mexico, where

these communities through incentives such as

our mines are in remote locations with little

housing subsidies.

our workforce by bus and plane from local
municipalities. At other sites, such as Island
Gold and Young-Davidson, we work with local
communities and municipalities to hire locally
and facilitate the relocation of employees into

Table 6 2019 Employee Workforce by Composition
Mines
YoungDavidson

Projects / Mines Undergoing Closure

Island
Gold

Mulatos

Offices

Turkey
Hermosillo
El Chanate Lynn Lake (Combined Esperanza
Office
Projects)

Total

Toronto
Head
Office

Employees by Origin
Local 9

81%

48%

96%

80%

55%

30%

100%

94%

100%

77%

National

19%

52%

3%

20%

45%

70%

0%

6%

0%

23%

0%

0%

0.4%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0.1%

Expat

Employees in Management (superintendent, manager and above)
Male (% of
management)

88%

92%

95%

89%

100%

69%

100%

70%

73%

81%

Female (% of
management)

12%

8%

5%

11%

0%

31%

0%

30%

27%

19%

9 Local refers to employees from the closest neighbouring community or population centre(s) to the office or site.
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Table 7 Benefits Provided to Full-Time Employees and Temporary
or Part-Time Employees
Mines
YoungDavidson

Island
Gold

Projects / Mines Undergoing Closure
Mulatos

El Chanate

Lynn Lake

Turkey
(Combined
Projects)

Offices

Esperanza

Hermosillo
Office

Toronto
Head
Office

Benefits Offered to AGI Employees
Life
Insurance

FT

FT

All

All

All

All

No

All

All

Health Care

FT

FT

All

All

All

Govt

All

All

All

Disability
and Invalidity
Coverage

FT

FT

All

All

All

Govt

All

All

All

Parental
Leave

Govt

FT

All

All

FT

Govt

All

All

FT

Retirement
Provision

FT

FT

All

All

Govt

Govt
(FT)

All

All

Govt
(FT)

Stock
Ownership

FT

No

No

FT

No

All

No

No

FT

6% savings
fund for FT
employees

Other

Critical
illness
insurance &
dependent
life
insurance
for FT
employees

Critical
illness
insurance &
dependent
life
insurance
for FT
employees

Private
health
insurance
for salaried
employees

All	Full-time and part-time employees
FT	Full-time employees only
PT	Part-time employees only
Govt	Provided by Government
No

Benefit not available

Table 8 2019 Parental Leave

Employees entitled to parental leave

100%

Employees that left for parental leave

45 (9 female, 36 male)

Employees that returned to work after parental leave

43 (8 female, 35 male)

Employees on parental leave at year-end

6 (5 female, 1 male)
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Figure 6

Employee AGE PROFILE

Figure 7

Employees By Region

1.2%
23%

0.1%
65.6%

22%
33.1%

55%

< 30 years

30-50 years

> 50 years

Canada

Mexico

Turkey

USA

Performance Measurement
For permanent employees in Canada and

performance evaluation. Annually, they

Turkey, and supervisors and above in Mexico,

conduct a quality audit on the performance

performance is measured annually. Human

management program itself. Temporary

Resources personnel conduct training sessions

employees are not included within the Alamos

on objective setting, self-assessments and

performance management program.

Figure 8

Permanent employees who received performance and career
development reviews in 2019 (%)

100%

95%

90%
80%
70%
60%

40%

40%
30%
20%

22%

21%

10%
0%
Young-Davidson
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Island Gold

Mulatos

El Chanate

Table 9 Employee Skills and Transition Assistance Programs
Young-Davidson

Island Gold

Mulatos

El Chanate

Employee Training Programs for
Skills Development









Apprenticeship Training Programs









8

4

–

1









Number of Apprenticeships in Place
Retirement Assistance Programs

Table 10 2019 Total Training Hours

Number of employees
receiving training

1,212

Total hours of training
(all training)

89,055

Average training hours
per employee

73

Note, the figures above do not include Island Gold which is
developing systems to track and report training statistics and
will be included in future years.

Table 11 2019 New Employee Hires
Total
New Hires

Percent of
total employee
population

Canada

296

16%

Mexico

146

8%

Turkey

71

4%

513

28%

81

4%

432

23%

< 30

194

10%

30 – 50

271

15%

48

3%

By Country

Total
By Gender

Female
Male
By Age Group

> 50
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Table 12

There was a significant spike in the employee

2019 Employee Turnover
Total
Turnover

hire rate in Turkey following receipt of the

Percent
of total
employee
population

Kirazlı project’s Operating Permit from the
Turkish Department of Energy and Natural
Resources in March 2019. Alamos suspended
all construction activities mid-2019 following

By Country

the launch of a misleading social media

Canada

220

12%

Mexico

136

7%

Turkey

68

4%

employee layoffs in December 2019, which

424

23%

occurred after our concessions renewal was

Total

campaign and project protest founded on
false information. Unfortunately the result was

delayed by the government. Alamos continues

By Gender
Female

93

5%

331

18%

< 30

147

8%

30 – 50

223

12%

54

3%

Male

to share correct information about the Kirazlı
project on our website and produced a Fact
Sheet to address the claims.

By Age Group

> 50

At El Chanate, the high employee turnover rate
in 2019 is attributed to planned layoffs and
workforce shrinkage as the mine transitioned
into closure.

2019 New Employee Hire Rate and Turnover Rate by Location

Figure 9
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Our Health and Safety

We strive to maintain a safe, healthy working
environment for all, within a strong safety
culture, in which everyone is continually
reminded of the importance of keeping
themselves and their colleagues healthy and
injury-free. Our overarching commitment is
to have all employees and contractors return

Home Safe Every Day. In order to achieve this
objective, we:
Provide training, equipment and systems
to employees and contractors.

98%
of Alamos employees and
contractors are covered by
OHS management systems.

Follow OHSAS 18001 or ISO 45001
parameters to identify, minimize and manage
health and safety risks in the workplace, and
to set targets and measure results against
those targets.
Encourage employees and contractors to

Conduct safety leadership coaching

continuously reduce health and safety risks;

programs for frontline supervisors.

to take responsibility for their own health and

Comply with all applicable health and safety
regulations, laws and international guidelines.
Conduct periodic monitoring and audits
to ensure compliance with our Health and
Safety Standards, as well as all applicable
legislation and requirements, and to produce

safety, and that of their fellow workers.
Ensure that all persons are appropriately
informed of the relevant health and safety
policies, standards and procedures through
induction prior to access to the
Company’s sites.

an annual report. Site-specific Occupational

Recognize, promote, and reward safety

Health and Safety Policies and Standards

performance and achievements, with

apply to all employees, contractors and

programs and initiatives of encouragement

suppliers working at Company sites.

and positive reinforcement.
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Occupational Health and Safety
Management Systems
To effectively manage mine hazards, we believe
it’s necessary to adopt stringent occupational
health & safety (OHS) management systems.
In 2019 all Alamos mines and development

97%
of the Alamos workforce
is covered by joint
management-worker health
and safety committees.

projects (excluding Esperanza) had
implemented OHS management systems that
covered 100% of the workforce. Each site OHS

Safety Performance

management system is based on recognized

We monitor our employee and contractor

risk management and system guidelines, and

safety performance using a combination of

the Mulatos and Turkish sites have followed

leading and lagging indicators, helping to

the ISO 45001 Standard. While we do not seek

not just track performance but also to instill

independent certification of these systems,

strong safety behaviours and culture among

all are subject to rigorous internal or

the workforce. Leading indicators include

external audits.

the number of safety interactions, meetings,

Alamos workers also participate and consult
on the development, implementation and
evaluation of OHS management systems,
primarily through their participation in formal
joint management-worker health and safety
committees at each site.

near misses and hazards tracked by our safety
teams and workforce. Lagging indicators
include the number and type of incidents,
including injury rates. Each site publishes
weekly and monthly safety performance
reports outlining the number and type of
incidents, investigations, mitigation efforts and
training. Our safety performance is reviewed
on a monthly basis by Alamos’ leadership
team, including quarterly business reviews led
by our CEO, COO and CFO.
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Table 13 2019 Safety Statistics by Location10
Mines

YoungDavidson

Island
Gold

Projects / Mines Undergoing
Closure
Mulatos

Turkey
El Chanate Lynn Lake (Combined
Projects)

Offices

Esperanza

Hermosillo
Office

Total

Toronto
Head
Office

Near Miss
Incidents

30

16

21

–

5

5

–

–

–

77

First Aid
Injuries

17

34

32

1

4

–

–

–

1

89

Medical
Treatment
Injuries

30

10

9

3

–

1

–

–

–

53

Restricted
Work Injuries

24

24

22

–

1

–

–

–

–

71

Lost Time
Injuries

1

2

4

–

–

–

–

–

–

7

Fatalities

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

0

Exposure
Hours
Occupational
Illness

1,661,845

1,210,445

4,688,776

388,436

52,043

347,359

6,903

85,000

102,600 8,543,407

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

0

Work Days
Lost Due to
Injury

15

143

178

–

–

–

–

–

–

336

Total
Recordable
Injuries

55

36

35

3

1

1

–

–

–

131

Near Miss
Frequency
Rate

3.61

2.64

0.90

–

19.21

2.88

–

–

–

1.80

Total
Recordable
Injury
Frequency
Rate (TRIFR)

6.62

5.95

1.49

1.54

3.84

0.58

–

–

–

3.07

Lost Time
Injury
Frequency
Rate (LTIFR)

0.12

0.33

0.17

–

–

–

–

–

–

0.16

Accident
Severity Rate

0.27

3.97

5.09

–

–

–

–

–

–

2.56

Work Fatality
Rate

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

0

Occupational
Illness
Frequency
Rate

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

0

Health and injury statistics are for all Alamos employees and contractors working at Alamos operations, projects and offices
during the 2019 year
10 Injury frequency rates are calculated per 200,000 person-hours worked. Accident severity rates are calculated by dividing the
total number of lost workdays by the total number of recordable incidents. Contractor hours at the Lynn Lake project were
estimated. Company totals may differ from previous reports, due to inclusion of regional and corporate office statistics.
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Our goal is to return all employees and

this correlates with significant growth in

contractors Home Safe Every Day. In 2019 we

construction and development at Mulatos and

reduced the number of Lost Time Injuries to

Island Gold and a corresponding increase in

7 (12 in 2018), effectively halving the company

exposure hours. The net result was a steady

LTIFR to 0.16 per 200,000 hours worked. We

annual TRIFR of 3.07 per 200,000 hours

also eliminated workplace fatalities during the

worked (3.06 in 2018).

year; a minimum expectation for all mining

In 2019 there were zero cases of recordable

companies but one we failed to deliver in 2018.

occupational illness and we do not consider

The number of recordable injuries increased

any of our employees or contractors at high

in the year to 131 (109 in 2018), though

incidence or risk of occupational illness.

Figure 1 0

Total Recordable Injury Frequency Rate (TRIFR)
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Figure 1 1
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Lost Time Injury Frequency Rate (LTIFR)
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2017

2018

2019

Health and Safety Governance
Alamos Health and Safety Standards set

to ensure they’re capable and qualified to

company-wide parameters, and each site has

perform their roles. Training programs can use

the flexibility to design specific supporting

both internal and external instructors while

policies, procedures and practices. All

addressing a combination of safety-related

employees, contractors and suppliers working

and broader skills development, depending

at Alamos locations are required to follow

on the employees’ role. Training can range

these procedures and practices. The Technical

from working at heights, rigging and fall

and Sustainability Committee of the Board,

protection, to computer skills development

supported by our Chief Operating Officer and

and our one-day Home Safe Every Day safety

VP Sustainability & External Affairs, monitors

leadership program. We provide a variety of

our performance and drives our ongoing

different training programs depending on each

sustainability strategy.

employee’s role, job hazard analyses and their

Safety Leadership

responsible duties.

Our Home Safe Every Day safety leadership

At all Alamos operations, workers contribute

program is an integral component of our

to the development and implementation of

day-to-day safety performance. In 2019 all

the safety system in place. At all mines there

Alamos Gold operating mines had introduced

are formal Health and Safety Committees

the program to its workforce and were

with the participation of both workers and

facilitating ongoing training sessions to capture

management.

various working groups. Our objective is for
all employees to complete the program and

Occupational Illness Training

periodic refresher training will also be made

All Alamos mines and projects provide

available. We are continuing to roll out this

employee training to assist preventing and

program across the entire organization in

managing occupational illness. At Mulatos,

2020 and beyond.

this training extends to working with our local
community members too. While we do not

Safety and Skills Training

consider any of our employees or contractors

All employees and contractors must complete

at high risk of occupational illness, below are

mandatory induction and health and safety

the most commonly reported work-related

training as a condition to entering and working

illnesses and diseases that could potentially

at our sites, and annual refresher training is

affect our workforce:

required. The Home Safe Every Day program
reinforces awareness of safety tools and

Repetitive strain injury (RSI)

attitudes, risk detection and safety analysis

Hand-arm vibration syndrome (HAVS)

in routine and non-routine tasks. In addition,
we provide job-specific safety training to

Noise-induced hearing loss

supervisors, heavy equipment operators

Injury and poisoning includes burns,

and other specialist trades and professions

superficial injuries, and heat exhaustion
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Our Communities
We believe that excellence in sustainability

Impact Benefit Agreements in place with the

helps ensure net benefit to all stakeholders,

Matachewan First Nation and Temagami First

including helping local residents and host

Nation. The Island Gold mine has a Community

governments build communities that will

Benefits Agreement in place with the

have brighter futures beyond our presence.

Missanabie Cree First Nation. At Lynn Lake,

In each of our host communities, we engage in

we have an Exploration Agreement in place

ongoing dialogue to understand their priorities

with Marcel Colomb First Nation. We have an

and expectations. At all times, we are respectful

objective to implement additional agreements

of local traditions, beliefs, culture, language,

with appropriate indigenous communities

and all the defining features of a community,

at Island Gold and Lynn Lake, and we

including Indigenous communities. Only

regularly engage in community meetings and

through social engagement, participation and

operational updates with all relevant parties.

support can we succeed in understanding
local challenges and priorities and building
long-term partnerships.

Indigenous Rights

employees and 6% of Island Gold employees
self-identified as First Nations.
Across all Alamos mines and projects in 2019

The Young-Davidson mine, Island Gold mine

there were no instances of violations involving

and the Lynn Lake Gold project are within

the rights of Indigenous peoples.

the traditional territory of Indigenous peoples.
At the Young-Davidson mine, we have
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In 2019, approximately 5% of Young-Davidson

Table 14 Operations with Local Community Engagement, Impact Assessments
and Development Programs
Mines
YoungDavidson

Projects / Mines Undergoing Closure

Island Gold

Mulatos

El Chanate

Lynn Lake

Turkey
(Combined
Projects)

Esperanza





















i) Social Impact Assessments



ii) Environmental impact assessments
and monitoring






iii) Public disclosure of results of
environmental and/or social impact
assessments



N/A





Planned
within
1-year





iv) Local community
development programs















v) Stakeholder engagement plans
based on stakeholder mapping





Planned
within
1-year









vi) Local community consultation
committees and processes that
include vulnerable groups















vii) Work councils, occupational health
and safety committees and other
worker representation bodies













N/A

viii) Formalized local community
grievance processes















In September 2019, the Mexican

the Company’s commitment to corporate

Center for Philanthropy (Cemefi),

social responsibility, highlighting successes

the Alliance for Corporate Social

with the voluntary relocation of residents

Responsibility in Mexico (AliaRSE),

from Mulatos to Matarachi. Alamos worked

and Forum Empresa awarded Alamos

closely with the community, investing in

Gold the Best Corporate Social

several projects that will provide long-term

Responsibility Practice 2019 in the

benefits; including the construction of

category of Connecting with the

21 new homes, a new school, church and

Community. This award acknowledges

medical clinic.
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Table 15 Significant Actual and Potential Negative Impacts
on Local Communities
Mines

Projects / Mines Undergoing Closure
El Chanate

Lynn Lake

Turkey
(Combined
Projects)

No

No

Yes,
at risk

No

No

No

Yes, and
realized

No

Yes,
at risk

No

No

No

No

Yes, and
realized

No

No

No

No

Negative impacts to health
and livelihoods (e.g. drug and
alcohol abuse)

No

No

No

No

Yes,
at risk

No

Yes,
at risk

Preventing access to clean
land and water

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Divisions between who
benefits from the mine and
who doesn't

No

Yes,
at risk

Yes, and
realized

No

Yes,
at risk

No

Yes,
at risk

Changes to the social
dynamics of a community

No

Yes,
at risk

Yes, and
realized

No

Yes,
at risk

No

Yes,
at risk

Increased exposure to
harassment by mine or
government security

No

No

No

No

Yes,
at risk

No

No

YoungDavidson

Island Gold

Pressures on infrastructure,
housing and services

No

Yes, and
realized

Income inequality

No

Relocation of homes due to
competing land interests

Island Gold Mine
The mine is situated near Dubreuilville township, which
is now transitioning from a zero-industry town to a
mining town. This transition can result in shifts to social

Mulatos

Esperanza

and economic dynamics affecting local residents and
businesses, varying depending on their direct or indirect
relationship to the mine.

Mulatos Mine
Local residents near the mine, particularly the village of
Mulatos, have been directly affected by the mine’s operation
and growth. This culminated with residents from Mulatos

village being relocated; a multi-year project that we
undertook with extensive consultation and collaboration
with the communities involved.

Lynn Lake Project
Residual effects are being assessed by the mine’s
Environmental Impact Assessment (currently
underway). Project development can potentially place
additional pressures on local infrastructure, housing and

social dynamics through increased local populations
and income generation, though mitigation plans are
being assessed to limit negative impacts as much
as possible.

Kirazlı Project
In 2019, a major social media campaign founded on
false information led to national attention and protests
against the Kirazlı Project in Turkey. However, local
communities to Kirazlı remain fully supportive of the

Esperanza Project
Esperanza is located in south-central Mexico in the
state of Morelos, approximately 110km south of Mexico
City and a 35 minute drive from Cuernavaca, the largest
city and capital of the Morelos. Alamos is preparing its
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Project and continue to support our efforts to build
a world class gold mine. Our local team continues to
engage and consult with local communities, and invest
in community initiatives such as the construction of a
water reservoir.

Environmental Impact Assessment where initial studies
indicate the potential for negative impacts affecting
local communities that will be assessed and, where
possible, mitigated as part of the project design.

Complaints and Grievances
All Alamos mines and projects have processes

and stakeholder consultation with our local

in place to receive and respond to community

communities and Indigenous partners to

complaints and grievances. In Mexico and

manage their issues and concerns.

Turkey, we have implemented formalized
community grievance mechanisms to assist
with identifying, investigating and responding
to concerns filed by our communities. In
Canada, we rely on community engagement
Figure 1 2

In 2019, there were seven grievances filed by
local community members to our mines and
projects. All seven grievances were investigated,
resolved and closed during the year.

Complaints and Grievances filed by Local Communities in 2019

3

Land Access
2

Duty to Consult
Environment-related

1

Odour
(Community Related)
Employment

0
Young-Davidson

Mulatos

Lynn Lake
Project

Esperanza Gold
Project
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Local Suppliers
One of the most significant ways Alamos
provides value to local communities is
through the goods and services we hire as
part of building and operating our mines.
When identifying suppliers and contractors
to work with our sites, we prioritize the hiring
and contracting of local vendors to ensure the
greatest amount of investment is made within

those communities local to us. It is not always
possible to procure goods and services from
local suppliers but, where possible, we work
with vendors to train and upskill them in order
to improve their capacity for working with us.
Approximately 36% of all our supplier spend is
local, and 96% of supplier spend is distributed
in-country.

Table 16 2019 TOTAL SPEND ON SUPPLIERS (USD)
Mines

Projects / Mines undergoing Closure

YoungDavidson

Island Gold

Mulatos11

Local
Suppliers

$25,434,509

$25,956,450

$124,000,000

National
Suppliers

$102,611,150 $110,575,528

$66,500,000

Lynn Lake

Turkey
(Combined
Projects)

Esperanza

Toronto
Head
Office

$482,623

$2,906,213

$1,632,326

$10,273,754 $196,268,634

$12,500,000 $5,896,583

$21,129,166

$1,187,460

$4,374,102 $324,773,989

$53,922

$1,614,106

$185,531

$134,420,659 $137,002,654 $200,000,000 $18,600,000 $6,433,128

$25,649,485

$3,005,317

International
Suppliers

$6,375,000

Total Supplier
Spend

El Chanate

Total

$470,676

$5,582,759

$9,500,000

$517,241

$2,006,694

$20,723,170

$16,654,550 $541,765,793

11 Supplier spend by Hermosillo Office included within Mulatos totals.

Figure 1 3
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Spent on Local Suppliers

Spent on National Suppliers

Spent on International Suppliers

Table 17 Direct Economic Value Generated and Distributed in 2019 (USD)
Mines
YoungDavidson

Projects / Mines Undergoing Closure

Island Gold

Mulatos12

El Chanate

Turkey
(Combined
Projects)

Lynn Lake

Total
Toronto
Head
Office

Esperanza

Economic Value Generated
Revenue

$263,937,106 $209,119,638 $199,656,773 $19,666,000

- $ 692,422,522

-

$43,005

-

$6,075,960

$14,071,114

$2,239,710

$667,846

$478,955,084

Economic Value Distributed
Total operating
costs
Employee
wages and
benefits

$186,000,135 $108,574,009 $143,630,309 $17,696,000

$63,783,075

$36,992,894

$19,404,908

$3,200,000

$1,775,691

$1,443,812

$229,449

$20,741,258

$147,571,088

Payments to
providers of
capital

-

$64,147

-

-

-

-

-

$15,612,186

$15,676,333

Payments to
government

$850,000

$130,000

$12,860,000

-

-

-

-

-

$13,840,000

Total
community
investments

$28,006

$334,553

$4,149,346

-

$228,569

$11,121,799

$109,466

$362,268

$16,344,007

Economic Value Retained
Economic value
generated LESS
economic value
distributed

$13,275,890

$63,024,035

$19,612,210 ($1,230,000)

($8,080,220)

($26,593,720) ($2,578,625) ($37,383,558)

$20,046,011

12 Economic values for the Hermosillo Office are included within Mulatos totals.

For additional details on our payments to government by project, please see Alamos’ annual ESTMA
Report: https://www.alamosgold.com/sustainability/ESTMA-Report/
Figure 14

Financial Assistance Received from Government in 2019 (USD)

$3,500,000
$3,157,105
$3,000,000
$2,500,000
$2,000,000
$1,500,000
$862,499

$1,000,000
$553,257
$500,000
$0

$126,953

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0.00
Tax Relief And Tax Credits

Young-Davidson

Subsidies

Turkey (Combined Projects)

Financial Incentives

All Other Alamos Locations
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Community Investments
Every Alamos operation and office invests

to be a respected and welcomed member of
the community, and in 2019 we invested over
$16.3 million into local community initiatives.

in its local community, in the areas where
the need is greatest. Depending on
the communities’ requirements, and in

To support the economies of our local
communities, we offer training and education,
including programs in language, literacy and life
skills, and technical training to help community
members acquire the qualifications for longterm employment in the mining industry. We
prioritize working with local businesses and
provide resources and training to facilitate their
ability to work with us.

consultation with local leaders, we make
significant and ongoing contributions
to schools, recreation, health centres,
community festivals, and cultural activities.
In some communities, we build infrastructure
and provide equipment and supplies. We
provide educational scholarships and
contribute essentials, such as uniforms and
other supplies. Wherever we operate we strive
Figure 1 5

Community Investments in 2019 (USD)
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Community Infrastructure

Community and Social Programs

13 Community investments made by the Hermosillo Office are included within Mulatos totals.

Young-Davidson
In 2019, the Young-Davidson mine supported
a wide variety of education and sports
programs, festivals, community events and
charity fundraisers to benefit the region.
As in past years, we ran education initiatives
and site tours to support the Aboriginal
Women in Mining program, and participated
in Career Day Fairs at local schools. We
contributed CAD$4,000 to the Kirkland
Lake Tech Centennial Library for genealogy
equipment. A $7,500 sponsorship to the
Kirkland Lake Festivals Committee supported

a popular fish derby that brings family and
friends together to celebrate the community.
We donated funds to the Temiskaming Shores
Minor Hockey Bantam A Championships, the
Kirkland Lake Minor Softball Association, and
the Matachewan Fish Derby. Our support
helped the Kirkland Lake Curling Club upgrade
their facilities. We also contributed funds and
volunteers to the Kirkland Lake Richelieu Club
fundraiser in support of the Kirkland Lake and
District Hospital. In addition, the Company,
and individual employees, contributed to
a local food drive fundraiser.

Island Gold
The Island Gold mine supports a variety
of local causes and community groups,
and sponsors sports and cultural events in
and around the communities of Wawa and
Dubreuilville. In 2019, over $53,000 was
donated to causes including:
 ponsorships for hockey, racing, fishing,
S
curling, snowmobiling, golf and other sports-

related tournaments and
cultural celebrations,
 inancial support for educational
F
fundraisers and school-based events,
as well as direct support in the form of
scholarships and bursaries, and
Infrastructure funding for road repairs.

Mulatos
For the village of Mulatos, which is relocating
to Matarachi following lengthy negotiation and
dialogue with the Ejido Mulatos, 2019 was a year
of progress.

New Infrastructure
The village of Matarachi received a new Urban
and Housing Center, comprised of four
buildings which house a medical clinic, a church,
a municipal space, a multipurpose room, and
two recreation spaces. We also built 21 new
homes for Mulatos residents who relocated
to Matarachi during the year. In addition,
over $900,000 was invested in upgrading and
maintaining community roads around Mulatos.
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Land Titles
Deeds and land titles for rural lands were
provided to 80 families from the villages of
Matarachi and Mulatos, in a ceremony that
included representatives of Alamos Gold, the
National Agrarian Registry (RAN), the Mining
Directorate of Sonora, the town of Sahuaripa,
and Presidents of the Ejidal Commissariat of
Mulatos and Matarachi.

Health Care
Community Design and Vision

In 2019, we built the Matarachi Medical Clinic,
the first clinic in the region, that is dedicated

A collaboration agreement was signed with

to serving over 800 children and adults in the

La Salle University, through which architecture

local communities of the Sahauripa mountain

students will prepare an Urban Development

range. We also hired a doctor and ensure that

Plan for the town of Matarachi. The objective

ample medical supplies are available; so the

is to promote spaces, programs and projects

clinic can provide daily medical support in the

that will link private initiatives and educational

clinic and through home visits.

institutions to promote local development.

Educational Support
We also held workshops on building a
community vision for the future, work
that resulted in a vision and framework for
community development that is aligned
with the UN’s Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) and the indicators of the
National Council for the Evaluation of Social
Development Policy (CONEVAL).

The Mulatos mine continues to provide
scholarships to students from Mulatos,
Matarachi, Sahuaripa and Hermosillo. The
mine also donates school supplies such as
notebooks, shoes, pencils, and backpacks.
Our sports initiative also donates uniforms and
sports equipment to these four communities
and supports municipal and sporting events
that bolster community spirit and contribute
to overall health and welfare.

El Chanate
At the El Chanate mine we continue to foster

In 2019, we provided funding and support

our strong relationship with the neighbouring

for local sports and community festivals. We

Ejido16 de Septiembre. The communities

continue to collaborate with the local Centro

in the area are in need of the basics: water,

de Bachillerato Tecnológico Agropecuario

education, and nutritional skills, and we

(CBTA) high school to strengthen the farming

provide support in many forms. In the past we

program and develop new crops that can

renovated and improved schools, and for one

be sustainably grown. We also continue our

school, built a water purification system.

support of the Sewing Workshop Project,
which trains women in employable skills.
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We furnished a new medical clinic run by
the Lions Club of Caborca, which provides
medical consultations and surgical services
for people with limited resources. We donated
tires to the Red Cross Ambulance and Rescue
Team, and to the Firemen of Caborca. We
supplied schools and educational institutions
with playground equipment and maintenance
materials for their buildings.

Lynn Lake
At Lynn Lake, our staff work in close
collaboration with local First Nation leadership
to improve employment opportunities and to
Turkey
inform communities on the proposed mine’s
activities. We have discussed the project’s
potential disturbance and alteration of the land
and water, and any effects on vegetation and
wildlife, with an emphasis on how traditional
practices and Indigenous rights may be
affected. As concerns are voiced, we discuss
and agree on mitigation strategies in order to
limit negative impacts.
The project’s “Dreamcatchers of Lynn Lake”
committee receives funding proposals from
the community, with a focus on kids and youth.
For 2019, our donations sponsored the winter
carnival and fish derby, and installed a skate
sharpening machine for the Lynn Lake arena
and winter skating program.

Cultural Day at Lynn Lake
At the Lynn Lake Project’s first Cultural Day,
organized by the Marcel Colomb First Nation,

year, with the intention of providing cultural

two Elders visited the project site to work with

sensitivity training that is led and organized

and educate our employees. Participants were

by our nearby Indigenous community, to help

honoured to learn more about Indigenous

build trust-based, healthy relationships and

traditional practices. A traditional feast

improve cultural understanding among

followed. Cultural Days will be held twice a

Lynn Lake employees.
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turkey

The Stakeholder Advisory Committee (SAC) for

range of topics that affect daily life, including

the Kirazlı Project met seven times in 2019. The

village contributions and employment issues,

committee includes the elected village heads

and they collectively decide on the community

(mukhtars) of local villages including Kirazlı,

development projects that will proceed. In

Karacalar, Karaibrahimler, Alanky, Yukarışapcı

2019 the projects included:

and Aşağışapcı. The committee discusses a

Clean Water for Health
Construction of the Altınzeybek-2 reservoir
which will provide clean water for local
villages, including Kumarlar where Alamos
constructed water storage tanks during
the year.
A new water treatment system provides clean
water for the village of Söğütalan (three other
water treatment systems were previously built
for other nearby villages).

Employment Creation
Kirazlı-Cazgirler Carriers Cooperative—a new
enterprise supported by Alamos—was created
for the benefit of nearby villages.
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Support for Education
Our scholarship program expanded to
support 112 students, from primary school
to university level.
Thirty local villagers were selected for a
three-month vocational training program,
where they received training on Health,
Safety, Environmental, and technical and
social issues related to mining. This is a joint
project with the Public Education Directorate.

Tree Planting
Thirty mine staff planted 2,500 trees in
Bayramiç, in an activity organized by Turkey’s
Forestry Ministry.
In a joint project with the Kumarlar
village's Mukhtar—aimed to help the local
agricultural economy—1,080 trees were
planted, including 250 pinus pinea and
250 walnut trees.

Cultural Support
The well-received “Gelibolu Culture Tour”,
traditional Gallipoli Tours of Doğu Biga,
continued. This year, 60 members of the
Agricultural Development Cooperative of
Söğütalan village took the tour.
We supported and attended various
village festivals.

Infrastructure
A charity centre was built in Kumarlar Village.
Construction and maintenance of numerous
roads in the local region, including
improvements to the Cazgirler village’s road
and construction of a bypass road connecting
Kirazlı and Yukarısapci villages.
Construction of a 35km electrical power line
from Çanakkale to Kirazlı is underway.
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Our Environmental
Impacts
Our objective is to minimize the
environmental impacts of our operations,
and to offset any impacts that cannot be
fully mitigated or rehabilitated.
In 2019, our mines operated in compliance
with applicable environmental regulations,
with the exception of three minor spills.
At Island Gold, one hydraulic oil spill
(100 litres) and one coagulant spill (600 litres)
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were contained, cleaned and reported to
authorities. At Young-Davidson, one reportable
spill of hydraulic oil (205 litres) also occurred.
Both were reported to the relevant authorities
and First Nations, and cleaned up immediately
with no lasting impacts.
No fines, penalties or sanctions were incurred
for non-compliance with environmental
laws or regulations in 2019 across any
Alamos operations.

Table 18 Material Use and Waste Rock by Weight (tonnes)
YoungDavidson

Island Gold

Mulatos

El Chanate

Total

Total Ore mined

2,452,623

380,266

7,166,679

-

9,999,568

Total Ore milled

2,571,319

401,276

-

-

2,972,595

Total Ore placed

-

-

7,289,811

-

7,289,811

Total Overburden removed

-

-

-

-

-

Total Sodium Cyanide used

2,274

253

5,786

-

8,313

Total Blasting Agents used
e.g. ANFO

1,896

416

3,727

-

6,038

2,571,319

401,276

7,289,811

-

10,262,406

-

-

5,329,768

-

5,329,768

Non-potentially acidgenerating waste rock

565,730

309,241

569,629

-

1,444,600

Total Waste Rock
Generated

565,730

309,241

5,899,397

-

6,774,368

Total Ore treated
Potentially acid-generating
waste rock

Cyanide Use
Alamos has been safely using cyanide to

The circuit is “closed”, with a secondary liner

recover gold at our operations since 2005.

and a leak detection system to ensure no

Cyanide is used in the processing stage, most

cyanide can escape. The cyanide is recycled

notably at our Mulatos heap leach operation

and re-used, and all cyanide processing

in Mexico, where a cyanide solution is trickled

is managed under the supervision of the

over crushed ore that sits atop large collection

relevant government authorities.

pads. The cyanide solution dissolves gold
elements within the rock and eventually passes
down to an impermeable liner at the bottom of
the leach pad. From there it is pumped to the
gold recovery unit for stripping and recovery.

In 2020 Alamos began an exercise to review
all operations using cyanide in accordance
with the "International Cyanide Management
Code For the Manufacture, Transport, and
Use of Cyanide In the Production of Gold"
(Cyanide Code).
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Table 19 Cyanide Incidents (NaCN) in 2019 (#)
YoungDavidson

Island Gold

Mulatos

El Chanate

Total

Cyanide releases off-site
requiring response or
remediation

-

-

-

-

-

Adverse effects to health
attributable to Cyanide

-

-

-

-

-

Adverse effects to the
environment attributable
to Cyanide

-

-

-

-

-

Required reporting under
applicable regulations

-

-

-

-

-

Exceedances of applicable
limits per mine license and
permits

-

-

-

-

-

Waste Management
At all Alamos sites, waste management

done in accordance with leading industry

programs are in place. Our employees are

practices and the minimum applicable

trained in the proper storage and handling

legislative requirements. The transportation

of hazardous and non-hazardous wastes.

and offsite disposal of wastes are carried out by

Hazardous and non-hazardous wastes are

licensed contractors in accordance with local

separated and managed, including domestic

regulatory requirements.

wastes. Wastes that are stored on site are
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Table 20 Waste by Type and Disposal Method (tonnes)
YoungDavidson

Total Hazardous Waste

Island Gold

Mulatos

El Chanate

Total

94

74

590

22

780

63

13

269

3

348

3

16

68

3

89

Other hazardous waste
including rags, batteries,
oil filters, etc. (off-site
disposal)

28

45

254

16

343

Hazardous waste recycled
or reused (%)

67%

18%

46%

12%

45%

1,342

1,974

1,277

74

4,668

629

1,420

807

15

2,871

Domestic waste
(garbage) sent to an
on-site landfill

-

-

807

15

822

Domestic waste
(garbage) sent to an
on-site incinerator

-

-

-

-

-

Domestic waste
(garbage) sent to an
off-site landfill

629

1,420

-

-

2,049

713

554

471

59

1,797

Paper and cardboard

28

-

29

4

61

Plastics

17

15

0

20
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Metals

401

453

441

28

1,323

Wood

267

-

-

3

270

Tires

-

87

-

4

91

Other non-hazardous
waste

-

-

-

-

37%

80%

38%

Used oil (off-site
treatment or used
on-site as fuel)
Contaminated soil (offsite or on-site disposal)

Total Non-Hazardous
Waste
Sent for Disposal:

Sent for Recycling:

Non-hazardous waste
recycled or reused (%)

53%

28%
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Tailings Management
Both the Young-Davidson and Island Gold
mines produce tailings – a by-product of
the mineral recovery process – which is a
liquid slurry of finely crushed rock, water, and
additives. After ore is processed, tailings are
pumped to tailings storage facilities.
All Alamos tailings facilities are designed,
constructed, and operated in compliance
with stringent regulatory requirements.
When designing our tailing facilities we
work with independent experts to assess the
environment and potential risks of operational
constraints and natural phenomena such
as seismic events and flooding. We locate

the facilities with consideration to local
communities and environmentally
sensitive areas.
All Alamos tailings facilities completed
annual independent dam safety inspections
between 2018 and 2019. At the time of this
Report’s publication, inspection findings
and recommendations are currently being
implemented and/or addressed.
For more on our rigorous tailings design
and management practices, see the Tailings
Management subsection of our website:
https://www.alamosgold.com/sustainability/

Table 21 Tailings Generated in 2019 (tonnes)

Quantity of Tailings sent to surface
Quantity of In-pit tailings
Quantity of Sub-surface tailings
Quantity of Sub-sea tailings
Total Tailings Generated in the year
Total Acid Generating Tailings Generated in the year
Acid Generating Tailings (%)
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Number of Reportable Tailings-Related Incidents (#)

YoungDavidson

Island

1,132,763

401,272

1,534,035

-

-

-

1,438,555

-

1,438,555

-

-

-

2,571,318

401,272

2,972,590

-

-

-

0%

0%

0%

-

-

-

Total

Gold

Energy Use
Fuel and energy use across Alamos represents
a significant proportion of our operating costs
and is responsible for impacts to air quality and
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. We consume
energy primarily through fossil fuel combustion
(diesel, liquefied petroleum gas, gasoline and
natural gas) and electricity use.
Our heavy vehicle fleet, portable light towers
and emergency back-up generators operate
on diesel fuel. Our light-vehicle fleet uses LPG
and gasoline. Propane gas is primarily used in
Canada to heat our buildings and underground
mines in winter. Electricity is primarily used by
mining and milling operations and is sourced
from national grids, though the Mulatos mine
will continue to use diesel generators for
electricity production until the construction
of an electrical transmission line is completed
later in 2020. At the Young-Davidson and Island
Gold mines, our diesel generators switched to
renewable biodiesel fuel.

Table 22 Direct Energy Use in 2019 (GJ)
YoungDavidson
Diesel fuel electricity generation

Island

Mulatos

Gold

El Chanate

Total 2019

Total 2018

1,303

-

511,701

-

513,004

568,946

221,291

115,438

309,765

6,328

652,822

1,296,869

Diesel fuel - other

-

-

497,040

-

497,040

-

Gasoline fuel light duty vehicles

6,528

4,854

24,098

5,982

41,462

45,893

230,029

68,467

-

14,002

312,499

323,394

-

-

50,720

-

50,720

0

459,152

188,760

1,393,323

26,311

2,067,546

2,235,102

Diesel fuel heavy duty vehicles

Propane gas
Liquid petroleum gas
Total
Data Source

Warehouse reports and internal records
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Table 23 INDIRECT Energy Use in 2019 (GJ)
YoungDavidson
Electricity purchased
(renewable sources)
Electricity purchased
(non-renewable sources)

El Chanate

Total
2019

Total
2018

-

-

-

-

-

868,662

305,288

747

89,273

1,263,970

1,196,625

-

-

156,452

-

156,452

162,205

868,662

305,288

157,199

89,273

1,420,422

1,358,830

Invoices and internal metering

Data Source
Figure 16

Mulatos

Gold

-

Electricity generated
on-site
Total

Island

TOTAL ENERGY Use by Source

15%
Electricity (Purchased)
Diesel - Heavy Duty Vehicles

38%
20%

Diesel - Electricity Generation
Diesel - Other
Propane Gas
Liquid Petroleum Gas

2%
9%

15%

Gasoline - Light Duty Vehicles

1%

Table 24 Energy Intensity (GJ)
YoungDavidson
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Island
Gold

Mulatos

El Chanate

Total
2019

Total
2018

Energy per tonne of ore
mined

0.54

1.30

0.19

N/A

0.33

0.24

Energy per tonne of ore
treated

0.52

1.23

0.19

N/A

0.32

0.26

Energy per ounce of gold
production

7.06

3.28

9.82

8.20

6.74

6.81

Company-wide direct energy use fell 7% in
2019 while indirect energy use increased
by 5%. These shifts are attributable to the
El Chanate mine moving into closure (only
residual leaching occurred in 2019), while
production at the Island Gold mine increased.
No mining at Chanate meant a significant
drop in company-wide diesel fuel use as
heavy vehicles were no longer in use at the
open pit. This drop more than offset the
corresponding increase in diesel use at the
Island Gold underground mine. Imported
electricity use increased in 2019 as the Island
Gold milling circuit operated for the full year,
and the pumping circuit at Chanate continued
to operate. Year-on-year fuel use remained
consistent at Young-Davidson and Mulatos.

Air Emissions
At all Alamos operations, air emissions are

Island Gold report air emissions in

regularly monitored and reported to local

accordance with provincial authorities and

government authorities. Our monitoring

the Federal Government’s Output-Based

programs include sampling of emissions from

Pricing System (OBPS). In Mexico, Emissions

stationary sources such as power generators,

are reported under the Registro Nacional de

boilers, and furnaces, and continual air
sampling in the areas surrounding our
mines, to manage and mitigate effects on
surrounding communities.

Emisiones (RENE) program, with the Mulatos
mine participating in the Emission Trading
System pilot led by the Mexican Ministry
of Environment and Natural Resources

100% of air emissions at Alamos mines fall

(SEMARNAT). With El Chanate transitioning

under emissions-limiting regulations.

to closure, the mine will eventually transition

In Canada, both Young-Davidson and

out of reporting under RENE.

Table 25 Total Direct and Indirect Greenhouse Gas Emissions (tCO2e)
2019

2018

Variance

154,444

169,534

-9%

Indirect emissions (Scope 2)

22,737

20,592

10%

Total emissions (Scope 1 & 2)

177,181

190,126

-7%

Direct emissions (Scope 1)
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Figure 1 7

Direct and Indirect Greenhouse Gas Emissions by Site (tCO2e)
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Table 26 Greenhouse Gas Emissions (tCO2e)
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YoungDavidson

Island

GHG per tonne
of ore mined

0.016

0.040

0.015

GHG per tonne
of ore treated

0.015

0.038

GHG per ounce
of gold production

0.205

0.102

Gold

Total
2019

Total
2018

N/A

0.018

0.013

0.015

N/A

0.017

0.015

0.768

1.015

0.358

0.376

Mulatos

El Chanate

Alamos is currently in the process of reviewing

Mulatos is one mine with significant

long-term corporate sustainability objectives

opportunity for emission savings, and

and targets. We anticipate setting reduction

construction of a powerline to Mulatos is

targets associated with our greenhouse gas

currently underway that will reduce net GHG

emission intensity and will communicate these

emissions attributable to electricity use by up

as they are finalized.

to 15,000 tCO2e per year.

Table 27 Nitrogen Oxides (NOx), Sulfur Oxides (SOx), and other significant
air emissions (tonnes)
YoungDavidson

Island
Gold

Mulatos

El Chanate

Total
2019

34

245

3,443

8

3,730

Estimated SOx emissions from fuel

2

1

13

N/A

15

Estimated Particulate Matter
(PM10 or less) emissions from fuel

24

3

907

N/A

935

Estimated NOx emissions from fuel

Water Management and Use
We have comprehensive surface and
ground water monitoring programs at all
of our operating sites, where we conduct
sampling and analysis using externally
qualified and independent laboratories.
All our water withdrawals, use and

discharge fall under rigorous
environmental monitoring requirements,
both internally by our Environment Team
members and externally by independent
auditors and government inspectors.
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The Young-Davidson mine sources its water

At Young-Davidson, Island Gold and

from the local Montreal River. Island Gold’s

Mulatos, water treatment facilities ensure

water is from the Maskinonge Lake. Water

that water is treated prior to final discharge,

used by the Mulatos mine comes from the

to mitigate downstream impacts on local

Mulatos River and the Yecora aquifer, and

ecosystems. At El Chanate, waste water is

El Chanate’s water is sourced from the Arroyo

treated prior to discharge, using biodigestion

Seco Aquifer in the Rio Magdalena basin. None

and microorganisms to break down any

of our mine water sources are proclaimed

biodegradable material in the water. In

conservation areas, though the Mulatos River

2016, a comprehensive review of site

is recognized as a priority hydrological region.

water balances and water management

All water sources are self-replenishing, and our

facilities was conducted at both Mulatos

water draw is fully permitted by the relevant

and Young-Davidson to develop long-term

regulatory authorities. In no case does our

water management strategies. Measures to

water draw account for an average of

contain and treat mine contact water were

5 percent or more of the annual average

implemented at Mulatos and have been very

volume of the source water body. In 2019,

successful in mitigating off-site migration. At

there were no significant detrimental impacts

the Young-Davidson mine, we pioneered a new

on any water source or related downstream

approach for mine water treatment, adopting

habitat due to the extraction of water.

Submerged Attached Growth Reactor (SAGR)
technology to reduce ammonia levels from
water discharge, and the project has been
a success.
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Our Turkish and Lynn Lake projects have

processing requirements will be treated at an

been designed to minimize water use

on-site facility, and only be discharged once it

during construction and operation. Water

complies with regulations. At the Kirazlı Project,

management and treatment are incorporated

we constructed an independent water reservoir

into project designs in order to minimize

that will provide water for the operation as well

the use of fresh water, develop appropriate

as clean drinking water for nearby communities.

diversion strategies and drainage systems

No water will be sourced from or discharged to

that will allow the separate collection and

the nearby Atikhisar reservoir or watershed to

management of contact and non-contact

ensure we have no impacts on what is a valuable

water. Any contact water that exceeds

local water source.

Figure 1 8

Water Interactions by Year (m3)

6,553,739
5,863,967

5,037,516
4,370,155

3,429,951

3,526,058

2,434,006

1,395,478
1,065,223

844,098

Total Water
Withdrawals
2018

Total Water
Discharge

Total Water
Consumption

Total Water
Use

Total Water
Treatment

2019
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Table 28 Total Water Withdrawals by Site (m3)
YoungDavidson

Mulatos

Gold

El Chanate

Total
2019

Surface water (lakes, rivers, etc.)

323,935

615,730

792,273

-

1,731,938

Ground water (renewable)

909,637

591,602

41,858

963,761

2,506,858

Ground water (non-renewable)

-

-

-

-

-

Rain and snow melt

-

130,284

1,076

-

131,360

Brackish surface water / seawater

-

-

-

-

-

Municipal water

-

-

-

-

-

1,337,616

835,207

963,761

4,370,155

Total freshwater withdrawals
from all areas

Water source(s)
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Island

1,233,572
Montreal
River

Maskinonge
Lake

Mulatos River Arroyo Seco
and Yecora
Aquifer in the
Aquifer
Rio Magdalena
basin

Designated protected status









Ramsar listed wetland or
conservation area









High biodiversity value









Protected species (#)

-

-

9

-

High importance
to Indigenous people









Withdrawals greater than
5% of the annual average volume
of the water body









Is the water source(s) significantly
affected by mine water withdrawals?









Table 29 Total Water Discharge by Site (m3)
YoungDavidson

Island

1,355,750

2,139,339

Ground water

-

-

-

5,344

Brackish surface water / seawater

-

-

-

-

-

Municipal water

-

-

-

-

-

Wastewater for another organization

-

-

-

-

-

5,344

3,526,058

Surface water (lakes, rivers, etc.)

Total effluent discharges

Effluent treatment method

Receiving water body

1,355,750

Gold

2,139,339

Mulatos
25,625

25,625

El Chanate

Total
2019

-

3,520,714

Biological
Nitrofication
Systems

Coagulation / Sludge
Flocculation
activated

Sedimentation
with biological
treatment (used
Bacteria)

Montreal
River

Goudreau
Lake

Rio Magdalena

Arroyo
El Ranchito

Designated protected status









Ramsar listed wetland or
conservation area









High biodiversity value









-

-

-

-

High importance to
Indigenous people









Withdrawals greater than
5% of the annual average volume
of the water body









Is the water source(s) significantly
affected by mine water withdrawals?

No

No

No

No

Protected species (#)

5,344
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Table 30 Water Consumption, Recycling and Treatment by Site (m3)
YoungDavidson
Total Water Consumption (water
withdrawals - water discharges)

(122,178)

Island
Gold

Mulatos

El Chanate

Total 2019

(801,723)

809,582

958,417

844,098

Total Water Recycled and Reused

3,657,583

481,655

48,836

5,344

4,193,418

Total Water Use
(consumed + recycled)

3,535,405

(320,068)

858,418

963,761

5,037,516

103.5%

(150.5%)

5.7%

0.6%

83.2%

74,461

5,344

1,065,223

0.11

N/A

0.08

Water Recycled (%)
(total water recycled / total water use)
Water Treated by Company Water
Treatment Plants
Water Consumed per
Tonne of Ore Treated (m3/t)

982,202
(0.05)

3,216
(2.00)

Reclamation
Since every mine will eventually close,
reclamation planning is an integral part of
mining and funds are set aside for each mine’s
eventual reclamation. Mine closure budgets
and plans are reviewed annually, and budgets
are independently examined. These budgets
are part of our Asset Retirement Obligation;
a legal obligation to account and put money
aside for the decommissioning, reclamation
and environmental remediation activities
at every mine we operate. We frequently
update our closure and reclamation plans in
accordance with legislated requirements and
industry best practices.
As an organization that is committed to
returning our properties to thriving, healthy
ecosystems, we practice progressive
reclamation. We begin to restore disturbed
lands, including areas of the leach pad and
waste dumps, as soon as they are no longer
required. Our parallel reclamation efforts
include reforestation, treatment of runoff
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water, and re-contouring slopes with topsoil
and vegetation. Our intent is to complete a
significant portion of the reclamation work
years before the mine’s expected closure,
which has positive effects on our host
communities and our employees.

100%
of Alamos Operations
have Closure and
Reclamation Plans
documented and budgeted

None of our mines are located in protected
or high-biodiversity areas, and none have
been determined to have a significant
direct or indirect impact on biodiversity. As
such, none of our sites are required to have
biodiversity management plans. However,
the Young-Davidson mine is adjacent to the
West Montreal River Provincial Park and very
biodiverse water systems, and minimizing any
impacts to biodiversity remains paramount

of active mining, we increased our progressive
reclamation activities. In 2019 we invested
$200,000 into natural habitat protection,
restoration and enhancement at El Chanate
and reforested over 57 hectares over the
year, bringing the total reforested area to
approximately 280 hectares. Reclamation will
continue, as it does at all our sites.

to how we operate. At Young-Davidson we

In Turkey, reclamation planning has been

took responsibility for covering and seeding

ongoing at our Kirazlı project and is a

portions of historic tailings (prior to Alamos’

significant aspect of the project, despite

ownership) and the main mine site.

false allegations. An overview of the project

Our Mexican mines run their own nurseries
to provide trees for their reforestation

reclamation plan is available on our Doğu Biga
subsidiary website.

programs. As El Chanate reached the end
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Table 31 Habitats Protected and Restored (Hectares)
YoungDavidson

Island

5,039

Total land area disturbed by mine
activity and not yet rehabilitated
(Opening Balance)
Land newly disturbed in the year

Total mine land area
owned or leased

Land rehabilitated in the year
to agreed-upon end use
Total disturbed land that
has not been rehabilitated
(Closing Balance)
Total disturbed land reclaimed
over the life of the mine
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Mulatos

El Chanate

Total 2019

7,772

22,678

2,806

38,295

334

355

676

118

1,483

98

6

50

-

154

-

-

-

57

57

432

361

726

61

1,580

-

-

30

280

310

Gold

Biodiversity
By its very nature, mining can have a
profound impact on the local environment
and biodiversity. However, when budgeted
and planned for, impacts can be effectively
managed, mitigated and reversed over the
long-term. Working closely with environmental
professionals and local authorities, we apply
the Mitigation Hierarchy principles in seeking
to avoid, minimize, restore/rehabilitate or
offset our impacts wherever possible.
At our mines in Canada, impacts on biodiversity
as a consequence of our mining activity are
relatively limited due to the smaller surface
footprint and scale of our underground mines.
However in Mexico, where the mineral lease
area and our open pit mines have a larger
footprint and more surface activity, the
potential impacts on biodiversity can be more
profound. At Mulatos and El Chanate several
IUCN Red List and national conservation list
species have habitats in areas potentially
affected by our operations. Site Environment
teams conduct wildlife monitoring, biodiversity
surveys, and use camera-traps to detect and
track the presence of various species around
our sites in order to limit biodiversity losses.
In Turkey, an endemic species study was
conducted at the Kirazlı project to identify
local flora and fauna within the project area.
Future reclamation activities will prioritize the
cultivation and planting of endemic species
identified during the study.
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Table 32 IUCN Red List Species and National Conservation List Species (#)
YoungDavidson
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Island
Gold

Mulatos

El Chanate

Total 2019

i) Critically endangered

-

-

-

-

-

ii) Endangered

-

-

-

4

4

iii) Vulnerable

-

-

1

-

1

iv) Near threatened

-

-

3

-

3

v) Least concern

-

-

144

10

154

Impacts on biodiversity can range from

our mines. At Young-Davidson, historic mine

direct habitat decline due to tree clearing

tailings located within the property have since

and land use, impacts on vegetation and

been covered and seeded to reintroduce

changes in plant organisms present in the

vegetation to what was previously unusable

mine area, to impacts to water quality. Impacts

land. At the end of mine life, our objective is to

on biodiversity can also be positive. Water

rehabilitate and reintroduce biodiversity to its

discharged from our sites often exceed the

original state before mining and we only look

quality parameters of water found around

to make impacts if they are reversible.

GRI/SASB CONTENT INDEX
Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) 2018 Content Index
Governance
General (GRI 102)

Page

102-1

Name of the organization

IFC

102-2

Activities, brands, products, and services

IFC

102-3

Location of headquarters

102-4

Location of operations

6

102-6

Markets served

6

102-7

Scale of the organization

6

102-8

Workforce by Composition
Number of permanent employees m/f
Number of temp employees m/f
Number of contract employees m/f
Employees by Origin
- Expat (% of employee workforce)
- Local (% of employee workforce)
- National (% of employee workforce)

27, 30

102-10

Significant changes to the organization and its supply chain

None

102-11

Precautionary Principle or approach

16, 21

102-12

External initiatives

102-14

Statement from senior decision-maker

102-16

Values, principles, standards, and norms of behaviour

24

102-17

Mechanisms for advice and concerns about ethics

28

102-18

Governance structure of the organization, including committees
under the highest governance body.
Identify any committees responsible for decision making on
economic, environmental and social impacts

102-20

Executive-level responsibility for economic, environmental,
and social topics

102-22

Composition of the highest governance body and its committees

102-23

Is the chair of the highest governance body also an executive officer?
If so, why, and what is their function?

102-26

Role of highest governance body in setting the organization’s
purpose, values, and strategy related to economic, environmental
and social impacts

80

21
4

16-17

16
16-17
16 (No)

16

71

GRI/SASB 2019 Content Index – Continued

Reporting (GRI 102)
102-32

Highest governance body’s role in reviewing/ approving
sustainability reporting

102-40

List of stakeholder groups

102-41

Percentage of total employees covered by collective bargaining
agreements

102-42

Basis for identifying and selecting stakeholders

102-44

Key topics and concerns raised through stakeholder engagement,
and how the organization has responded

16
IFC
28
IFC
3

Annual Information
Form (p. 9,
Intercorporate
Relationships)

102-45

Entities included in the consolidated financial statements

102-46

Defining report content and topic boundaries

102-48

Restatements of information

IFC

102-49

Changes in reporting

IFC

102-50

Reporting period

IFC

102-52

Reporting cycle

IFC

102-53

Contact point for questions regarding the report

IFC

102-54

Claims of reporting in accordance with the GRI Standards

102-55

GRI content index

102-56

External assurance

3

3
71

N/A - External
assurance is not
required. All data
and content
was prepared
and reviewed
internally by Alamos
management.

Activity Metrics (SASB 000)
EM-MM000.A
EM-MM000.B

72

Production of:
(1) Metal ores, and

IFC, 6

(2) Finished metal products
(1) Total number of employees, and
(2) Percentage contractors

27

GRI/SASB
Global Reporting
2019 Content
Initiative
Index(GRI)
– Continued
2018 Content Index – Continued

Economics
Economic Value (GRI 201)
Direct economic value generated and distributed - revenues
- operating costs,
201-1

- employee wages and benefits
- donations and other community investments

45

- retained earnings,
- payments to capital providers
- payments to governments
201-2

Financial implications and other risks and opportunities
due to climate change

21

201-4

Financial assistance received from governments

45

Market Presence (GRI 202)
202-1

Ratios of standard entry level wage by gender compared
to local minimum wage

29

Indirect Economic Impacts (GRI 203)
203-1

Infrastructure investments and services supported

23

Procurement Practices (GRI 204)
204-1

Proportion of spending on local suppliers

44

Business Ethics & Transparency (SASB 510)
EM-MM510a.1
EM-MM510a.2

Description of the management system for prevention of corruption
and bribery throughout the value chain

22, 26

Business Ethics & Transparency:
Production in countries that have the 20 lowest rankings in
Transparency International’s Corruption Perception Index

22

Anti-Corruption (GRI 205)
205-1

Operations assessed for risks related to corruption

205-2

Communication and training about anti-corruption policies and
procedures

205-3

Confirmed incidents of corruption and actions taken

22
22, 26
22

Anti-Competitive Behaviour (GRI 206)
206-1

Number of legal actions for anti-competitive behaviour, anti-trust,
and monopoly practices

22-23

73

Global
GRI/SASB
Reporting
2019
Initiative
Content
(GRI)
Index
2018
– Continued
Content Index – Continued

Environment
Waste & Hazardous Materials Management (SASB 150)
EM-MM150a.1.
EM-150a.2

EM150a.3.

(1) Total weight of tailings waste,
(2) Percentage recycled
(1) Total weight of mineral processing waste,
(2) Percentage recycled
Number of tailings impoundments, broken down by MSHA
hazard potential

56

56
Sustainability Environmental
Management section
of website

Materials (GRI 301)
301-1

Materials used by weight or volume

53

Energy
Energy Management (SASB 130)
EM-MM130a.1

(1) Total energy consumed
(2) Percentage grid electricity

57-58

(3) Percentage renewable

Energy (GRI 302)
302-1

Energy consumption within the organization

57

302-2

Energy consumption outside of the organization

58

302-3

Energy intensity

58

302-4

Initiatives to reduce energy consumption (through energy-efficiency
or renewable energy) and resultant reductions

59

Water
Water Management (SASB 140)
(1) Total fresh water withdrawn,
EM-MM140a.1.

(2) Total fresh water consumed,

EM-MM140a.2.

Number of incidents of non-compliance associated with water quality
permits, standards, and regulations

(3) Percentage of each in regions with High or Extremely High
Baseline Water Stress

62-66

52
(None)

Water (GRI 303)

74

303-1

Water withdrawal by source

62, 64

303-2

Water sources significantly affected by withdrawal of water

64-65

303-3

Volume/ or percent of water recycled and reused

66

GRI/SASB 2019 Content Index – Continued

Effluents and Waste (GRI 306)
306-1

Water discharge by quality and destination

65

306-2

Weight of waste by type and disposal method

55

306-3

Reportable spills (number and volume)

52

306-4

Transport of hazardous waste

54

306-5

Water bodies affected by water discharges and/or runoff

62

Biodiversity
Biodiversity Impacts (SASB 160)
EM-MM160a.1

Description of environmental management policies and practices
for active sites

52

Percentage of mine sites where acid rock drainage is:
EM-MM160a.2

(1) Predicted to occur,
(2) Actively mitigated, and

53

(3) Under treatment or remediation
(1) 15% Au and 18% Ag
(Mulatos: 520,000 oz
Au and 552,000 oz Ag)
EM-MM160a.3

Percentage of (1) proved and (2) probable reserves in or near sites
with protected conservation status or endangered species habitat

(2) 17% Au and 34% Ag
(Mulatos: 1,043,000
oz Au and 10,746,000
oz Ag)

Biodiversity (GRI 304)
304-2

Significant impacts on protected areas and areas of high biodiversity
value

304-3

Habitats protected or restored

69
66-68

Air
Greenhouse Gas Emissions (SASB 110)
EM-MM110a.1

EM-MM110a.2

(1) Gross global Scope 1 emissions,
(2) Percentage covered under emissions-limiting regulations
(1) Discussion of long-term and short-term strategy or plan
to manage Scope 1 emissions
(2) Emissions reduction targets, and an analysis of performance
against those targets

59

59-60

75
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Air Quality (SASB 120)
Air emissions of the following pollutants:
(1) CO,
EM-MM120a.1

(2) NOx (excluding N2O),
(3) SOx, (4) particulate matter (PM10),

59-61

(5) Mercury (Hg),
(6) Lead (Pb), and
(7) Volatile organic compounds (VOCs)

Emissions (GRI 305)
305-1

Direct (Scope 1) GHG emissions

59

305-2

Indirect (Scope 2) GHG emissions

59

305-4

GHG emissions intensity

60

305-5

Reduction of GHG emissions

60

305-7

Nitrogen oxides (NOx), sulphur oxides (SOx), and other significant
air emissions

61

Environmental Compliance (GRI 307)
307-1

Fines or non-monetary sanctions for non-compliance with
environmental laws and regulations

52
(None)

People
Employment (GRI 401)
401-1

New employee hires and employee turnover by age group, gender
and region

401-2

Benefits provided to full-time employees that are not provided to
temporary or part-time employees

33-34
31

Workforce Health & Safety (SASB 320)
(1) MSHA all-incidence rate
(2) Fatality rate
EM-MM320a.1.

(3) Near miss frequency rate (NMFR)

35-38

(4) Average hours of health, safety, and emergency response training
for
(a) full-time employees and (b) contract employees

Occupational Health and Safety (GRI 403)

76

403-1

Workers’ representation in formal joint management–worker health
and safety committees

403-2

Types and rates of injury, occupational diseases, lost days, and
absenteeism, and number of work-related fatalities

37-38

403-3

Workers with high incidence or high risk of diseases related to
their occupation

36, 39

36
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403-8

Workers covered by an occupational health and safety
management system

403-9

Work-related injuries: numbers and rates of injuries and fatalities
and total hours worked

36
37-38

Training and Education (GRI 404)
404-2

Programs for upgrading employee skills and transition
assistance programs

33

404-3

Percentage of employees receiving regular performance and
career development reviews

32

Diversity and Equal Opportunity (GRI 405)
405-1

Diversity of governance bodies and employees

405-2

Ratio of basic salary and remuneration of women to men

16
29
(equal pay)

Non-discrimination (GRI 406)
406-1

Incidents of discrimination and corrective actions taken

28

Child Labour (GRI 408)
408-1

Operations and suppliers at significant risk for incidents of
child labour

28
(None)

Forced or Compulsory Labour (GRI 409)
409-1

Operations and suppliers at significant risk for incidents of forced or
compulsory labour

28
(None)

Security Practices (GRI 410)
410-1

Security personnel trained in human rights policies or procedures

29

Security, Human Rights & Rights of Indigenous Peoples (SASB 210)
(1) 15% Au and 18% Ag
(Mulatos: 520,000 oz
Au and 552,000 oz Ag)
EM-MM210a.1

Percentage of (1) proved and (2) probable reserves in or near
areas of conflict

(2) 17% Au and 34% Ag
(Mulatos: 1,043,000
oz Au and 10,746,000
oz Ag)
(1) 83% Au and 60% Ag

EM-MM210a.2

Percentage of (1) proved and (2) probable reserves in or near
Indigenous land

(YD, IG & LL: 2,888,000
oz Au and 1,844,000
oz Ag)
(2) 54% Au and 5% Ag
(YD, IG & LL: 3,356,000
oz Au and 1,471,000
oz Ag)

77
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EM-MM210a.3.

Discussion of engagement processes and due diligence practices
with respect to human rights, Indigenous rights, and operation in
areas of conflict

28, 40

Rights of Indigenous Peoples (GRI 411)
411-1

Incidents of violations involving rights of Indigenous peoples
and actions taken

40
(None)

Human Rights (GRI 412)
412-1

Operations that have been subject to human rights reviews
or impact assessments

412-3

Significant investment agreements and contracts that include human
rights clauses or that underwent human rights screening

28, 41
28

Labour Relations (SASB 310)
EM-MM310a.1.

Percentage of active workforce covered under collective bargaining
agreements, broken down by U.S. and foreign employees

EM-MM310a.2

Number and duration of strikes and lockouts

28
28
(None)

Communities
Community Relations (SASB 210)
EM-MM210b.1.

Discussion of process to manage risks and opportunities associated
with community rights and interests

40-43

EM-MM210b.2.

Number and duration of non-technical delays

28
(None)

Local Communities (GRI 413)
413-1

Operations with local community engagement, impact assessments,
and development programs

41

413-2

Operations with significant actual and potential negative impacts
on local communities

42

Public Policy (GRI 415)
415-1

Value of political contributions by country and recipient/beneficiary

23

Socioeconomic Compliance (GRI 419)
419-1

Fines and non-monetary sanctions for non-compliance with laws
and regulations in the social and economic area

22, 23

Non-GAAP Measures
In addition to disclosing results determined in accordance with GAAP, Alamos Gold Inc. may also disclose certain non-GAAP
financial measures, which are presented in accordance with IFRS, including the following: (1) total mine-site free cash flow;
(2) total cash cost per ounce of gold sold; and (3) all-in sustaining cost per ounce of gold sold.
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The Company believes that these measures, together with measures determined in accordance with IFRS, provide investors with
an improved ability to evaluate the underlying performance of the Company. Non-GAAP financial measures do not have any
standardized meaning prescribed under IFRS, and therefore they may not be comparable to similar measures employed by other
companies. The data is intended to provide additional information and should not be considered in isolation or as a substitute
for measures of performance prepared in accordance with IFRS. Management’s determination of the components of non-GAAP
and additional measures are evaluated on a periodic basis influenced by new items and transactions, a review of investor uses
and new regulations as applicable. Any changes to the measures are dully noted and retrospectively applied as applicable.

Cautionary Statements
Certain statements contained or incorporated by reference in this report constitute forward-looking statements or forward-looking
information within the meaning of applicable Canadian and U.S. securities laws and are referred to herein as “forward-looking statements”.
All statements other than statements of historical fact, are forward-looking statements and are generally, but not always, identified by the
use of forward-looking terminology such as “expect”, “believe”, “intend”, “estimate”, “potential”, “outlook”, “anticipate”, “predict”, “possible”,
“budget”, “continue”, “goal”, “plan” or variations of such words and phrases and similar expressions or statements that certain actions,
events or results “may”, “could”, “would”, “should”, “might” or “will” be taken, occur or be achieved or the negative connotation of such
terms. Forward-looking statements in this report include information related to the Company’s sustainability strategy, environmental and
workplace health and safety programs, corporate social responsibility, governance, forecast gold production, gold grades, recoveries,
waste-to-ore ratios, all-in sustaining costs, total cash costs and future plans and objectives based on forecasts of future operational or
financial results, estimates of amounts not yet determinable and assumptions of management.
Forward-looking statements are necessarily based upon several estimates and assumptions that, while considered reasonable by
the Company as at the date of this report in light of management’s experience and perception of current conditions and expected
developments, are inherently subject to significant business, economic, legal, political and competitive uncertainties and contingencies.
Known and unknown factors could cause actual results to differ materially from those projected in the forward-looking statements,
and undue reliance should not be placed on such statements and information. Such factors and assumptions underlying the forwardlooking statements in this report include, but are not limited to: changes to current estimates of mineral reserves and mineral resources;
the speculative nature of mineral exploration and development, risks in obtaining and maintaining necessary licenses, permits and
authorizations; changes to production estimates (which assume accuracy of projected ore grade, mining rates, recovery timing and
recovery rate estimates which may be impacted by unscheduled maintenance, labour and contractor availability and other operating
or technical difficulties); fluctuations in the price of gold or certain other commodities such as, diesel fuel, natural gas, and electricity;
changes in foreign exchange rates; the impact of inflation; employee and community relations (including maintaining social license to
operate in Turkey); operations may be exposed to new diseases, epidemics and pandemics; litigation and administrative proceedings;
labour and contractor availability (and being able to secure the same on favourable terms); disruptions affecting operations; expropriation
or nationalization of property; political or economic developments in Canada, Mexico, the United States, Turkey and other jurisdictions in
which the Company may carry on business in the future; the renewal of the Company’s mining concessions in Turkey; timely resumption of
construction and development at the Kirazlı project; inherent risks and hazards associated with mining including environmental hazards,
industrial accidents, unusual or unexpected formations, pressures and cave-ins; increased costs and risks related to the potential impact
of climate change; the risk that the Company’s mines may not perform as planned; increased costs associated with mining inputs and
labour; contests over title to properties; provincial and federal orders or mandates (including with respect to mining operations generally or
auxiliary businesses or services required for our operations) in Canada, Mexico, the United States and Turkey; changes in national and local
government legislation (including taxation), controls or regulations; the costs and timing of construction and development of new deposits;
the impact of global liquidity and credit availability and the values of assets and liabilities based on projected future cash flows; risks arising
from holding derivative instruments; and business opportunities that may be pursued by the Company.
Additional risk factors that may affect the Company’s ability to achieve the expectations set forth in the forward-looking statements
contained in this report are described in the Company’s latest 40F/Annual Information Form and Management’s Discussion and
Analysis, each under the heading “Risk Factors”, available on the SEDAR website at www.sedar.com or on EDGAR at www.sec.gov,
and should be reviewed in conjunction with this report. The Company disclaims any intention or obligation to update or revise any
forward-looking statements whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise, except as required by applicable law.
Note to U.S. Investors
Alamos prepares its disclosure in accordance with the requirements of securities laws in effect in Canada, which differ from the
requirements of U.S. securities laws. Terms relating to mineral resources in this report are defined in accordance with National
Instrument 43-101 Standards of Disclosure for Mineral Projects under the guidelines set out in the Canadian Institute of Mining,
Metallurgy and Petroleum’s Standards, Best Practices and Guidance for Mineral Resources and Mineral Reserves. The United
States Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”) permits mining companies, in their filings with the SEC, to disclose only
those mineral deposits that a company can economically and legally extract or produce. Alamos may use certain terms, such as
“Measured Mineral Resources”, “Indicated Mineral Resources”, “Inferred Mineral Resources” and “Probable Mineral Reserves” which
differ materially from the definitions in SEC Industry Guide 7 under the United States Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended.
Investors are cautioned not to assume that all or any part of mineral deposits in these categories will ever be converted into Mineral
Reserves. “Inferred Mineral Resources” have a great amount of uncertainty as to their existence, and great uncertainty as to their
economic and legal feasibility. It cannot be assumed that all or any part of an Inferred Mineral Resource will ever be upgraded to a
higher category. Under Canadian rules, estimates of Inferred Mineral Resources may not form the basis of feasibility or pre-feasibility
studies, except in very limited circumstances. Disclosure of “contained ounces” in a Mineral Resource is permitted disclosure under
Canadian regulations; however, the SEC normally only permits issuers to report mineralization that does not constitute “Mineral
Reserves” by SEC standards as in place tonnage and grade without reference to unit measures. The SEC has adopted final rules,
effective February 25, 2019, to replace SEC Industry Guide 7 with new mining disclosure rules under sub-part 1300 of Regulation S-K
of the U.S. Securities Act (the “SEC Modernization Rules”). The SEC Modernization Rules replace the historical property disclosure
requirements included in SEC Industry Guide 7. As a result of the adoption of the SEC Modernization Rules, the SEC now recognizes
estimates of “Measured Mineral Resources”, “Indicated Mineral Resources” and “Inferred Mineral Resources”. In addition, the SEC
has amended its definitions of “Proven Mineral Reserves” and “Probable Mineral Reserves” to be substantially similar to international
standards. The SEC Modernization Rules will become mandatory for U.S. reporting companies beginning with the first fiscal year
commencing on or after January 1, 2021.
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